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ji:;,!~1te; ~ unpopular tailgalting polic es. some alum!ll sure 
weekend's football game. (Be~ Frazier, ph~to). -
Ti-uS tees to discuss 
apartment plans 
May approl)e of designs on Saturdq:y _ 
. By Heather Grant 
, _ After considerable contro- Ass·ociates with general · ideas 
versy, the University Systems for a possible design for the 
of New -Hampshire (USNH) new SAC._ 
trustees will finally be able to Ac~ording to Azzi, _- the ad- _ 
- discuss, and possibly vote on visory committees requested __ 
the plans for the proposed new that the buildings be con-
dorm, unofficially named The structed "with an inclusive cost 
New Undergraduate Student of $18 million, an ~chitectur:. 
_ Apartment Complex (SAC). aliy-distinguished design, 
In a meeting schepuled for quality construction and stud-
October 28th in Durham, the i~d sensitivity to the site." · 
· USNI:I Board . of Trustees will · _ Th~ request also called for 
discuss and possibly give for- th~ apartment complex plans 
-mal approval to the revised to meet th~ ma,ny needs of -
plans submitted by the archi- students and to fit within the 
tectural firm of Sasaki Assael- available, already-tight time _ 
ates Inc. of Watertown, Mass. frame. - · 
According to Victor Azzi, The present .. schematic -
director of Campus Planning, design" of, the buildings in.-
Architect Roy VickJund was eludes 11 acres ofland, as well 
· able to ·unveil preliminary as "buffer areas" _around it, 
"schematic designs" at a meet- which is_-smaller than origi.: 
ing of the ·trustees' Capital and nally planned. 
Strategic _Planning Committee In an October 12th article 
at Keene State College on Odo- _ of the Union Leader, there was 
her I fth. - reportedcontroversyamongthe 
'l:1 .1. k · d t· • 1g· - ,- t • g 1 • - • • t· t The prelimimuy designs, trustees over the proposed plan : ·fvee- en , _al:, ' a Ill : :_ po ~cy Im a es , -as shown in an artists' rendt- forsixstoryl;mildtngsbecause 
tion at th~ JI1eeting, :resulted in originally there ,was· hope to mo:r-e,·, than, _: Oll_,_-,-·'e-return/, --in_·• g.:aJUilini-__ .,.---,- , ~co~plexoftbf~builditjgs,a keep them" to three or four _ _ ~. parkinglot, and a community floors. . 
•By,_Colleen Marquis - _ ·;,. - . ,, · · - center. Each blll:lding would There-was al$o_ the ques-
"Hide ~e.beeri'Here comes bothersometotheaiumni. Do.C There were -abaut 60 cars in _ b~-, ~tx stbries./(a);>out:'70 feet -. tioriofytl;lether0r,r10,t.thefacil,. 
~e cops!" Does that . sound Matot- Farrari, class o'f'79 said; boulder fteld at halftime. -- - . ta:11) arid would house about ity could be ''.completed within 
familiar? How :about, coming "no more donations from me '"There is nothing wrong - 200 -students, With 30 to 40 the $18 million budget. _ 
from son;ieone.old enough to be until it's changed bac~ to the · with wanting to enjoy a few · students living on.each floor in · "Some-of the trustees have 
yo1:lr mo:ther? :·~-'- · · old way; It (tal}gating) used to cocktails during .th~ game aq.d various apartment-style con- focused on Stoke.~sa problem 
Alumni on _Bqulder -· fleid -.be:so much fun.~ · even at hcJ.Utime." said .figurations containing kitch- building,"_ said Azzl. "Some 
·tailgatingbe(orean~durtngthe Richard Langloy, class of Quellette. She said her .group ens, living rooms, bathrooms, think that ·high-rise-buildings 
Homecoming football game · '78, walked by in a huff. "I'm had a designated d~er and and bedrooms. areincompatiblewiththebuild: 
were met with a strict Un)ver- not giving another cent t0 this , Various UNH committees 
stty policy on drinking. Most of_ university," he said. rAILGA'X'ING, page· 12 were formed to provide Sasaki - DORM~ page 16 
them _were not too pleased. Susan- Quellette; class of 
Tailgatingactivitiesinvolv-- '74 said she believed a lack of 
ing the consumption of alcohol funding for athletic organiza-
on Saturday was res_trtcted to tions like football stems from 
thehoursofl0:30a.m. to -12:30 the disgruntled alumni who 
_ p.m. , used to donate and will no 
-Many tailgaters hid the longer -because the university 
alcoholin thebackoftheircars t~ilgating policy has .. put a 
and covered it when the cops damper on· the whole thing." 
walked by. According to Quellette, the 
The policy of not being al- cars in Boulder field "used to 
lowed to drink after thel2:30 gowaybacktothewoods, now 
kickoff seemed to be the most _ there is -hardly anyone here." 
"Is it a tornado?" "Is it a hurricane?'' "Is it a pile of solid waste?" What is the deal with th 
gar~age bag eruption 9n this float? We can't figure it out~ AskATO or KD. (Ed Sawyer, photo) 
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Massage makes muscles metamorphose to mush 
By Karen McDonald 
The sweet aroma of the Wrapped up in the scene; I 
. toast~ almond, orange and didn't notice the blonde head 
cinnamon. oils filled the air of that peeped around the comer 
the quaint basement office on until I heard her say, "Hello 
the · less traveled corner of there; rm Judy.'.' We 
Belnap St. and Silver Street of · shook hands and dove right 
Dover. I was welcomed by the into a conversation that re-
' the receptionist who greeted volved around the mysteries 
me with the a warm smile, the · behind massage. 
same kind of warmth I felt as I _,,.. ··· Ms. Kneeland believed that 
walked in from the whipping people aren't as shy about 
winds of the outdoors. Becky, receivingamassagethesedays, 
the receptionist , guided me but 20 years ago that wasn't 
through the brown paneled the case. Massage parlors· use 
door and into a dimly lit room to be associated. with sexual 
decorated by wicker furnish- innuendos, she said. 
ings. Massage for Hea_lth sepa- . 
I had a se~t in the plush rates itself from that image, 
wicker rocking chair in the next expressed Ms. Kneeland. "Our 
room, where I waited for Judy clients aren't greeted by tall 
-Kneeland, the owner and head blondes . dressed bright red 
staff member of this office, bathing suits, .. she wailed. "We 
which was the home-of Mas- deal with health here, not with 
sage for Health business. s~al happiness." 
A long padded table was Ms. Kneeland and -her 
situated in the middle of the small staffof five women pledge 
room. It was covered by a . that they have "hands that 
couple of white sheets and terry care." The therapeutic mas-
cloth towels. The wicker stand sage helps bring relief to aches 
MMMMmmmmm~~-~uiat··•·•t;;i; ;~0000000 go 
stressed-out student. (Mike Pamham, photo). 
giggle. 
· at the end of the table was and pains in the neck, back, 
draped with a pink linen cloth. wrist, hands, ' forearm and 
On it was a 5x7 picture of a shoulders, said Ms. Kneeland. 
small boy, a pink-colored pe- "People come in here to 
tite ]amp, a hand mirror, a relax," said Kneeland. "One 
brush and a comb which laid can't help but relax when they 
within the brlssles of the brush. rest on the massage bed and let 
The fan beneafl\ the the table themselves go. ~ . it'~ a feeling 
was virtually unnoticeable that takes your breath away." 
except that it blewa cool breeze The table did seem to have 
through the room, giving my · amysticalpoweraboutitwhen, 
legs goosebumps. after an tnv:itation by Ms. 
Kneeland, I plopped my &xly 
down ·on it and relished in its 
soft touch. "Wow," I said. "I 
can't imagine how it must feel 
when. someone gets the chance 
to-experience abodymassage." 
"Tell me, how does it feel 
after a person gets a !Ilassage . · 
. . what adjectives do people 
µse to describe it?" l 'asked .. 
-:Peqple say they feel like there . 
in a drunken stupor or that 
they fell stoned ... it's a putty-
like feeling,.. she said with a 
Physically, peopl~. can't 
beat the effects, according to 
Kneeland. Not only do -they 
~ompletely loosen up but they 
also get the benefit ·of receiving 
treatment for any injuries or 
overly sore muscles. "We help 
soothe that oveiworked body, 
especially the ones that sit in 
front of viqeo terminals," she 
said. 
extent to which their muscles 
can tighten up. She_ and her 
staff are trained to recognize 
what part of the body needs 
"te11-der loytng care." By run-
ning their hands over the body 
they can -feel those knotted 
muscles. 
"Here come with me andl'll 
spow you how we find those 
knotted spots," she said. I 
followed her to another room. 
Ms. Kneeland said that 
. many people don't realize · the MASSAGE, page 7 
NATION-AL ·NEWS BRIEFS 
;, · Search for California · 
quake victims 
Oakland, California -An array of workers 
searched for· vi~tlms of last Juesday's earthquake 
along Interstate 880. They noticed that part of the 
highway had shifted and was in danger of falling. . 
Four bo_dles were removed from the 
dilapidated highway. Th.~s brought the confirmed · 
nwnber of people who died ·1n the crash of the 
elevated highway to 38. A total _of 60 deaths have 
been reported in the Bay area of Califo~ia. 
·,14~year-old killed in ~ 
Dorchester, Boston 
Dorchester, Mass - Choise Walton, an 
eigth-grade student came home with friends while 
his mother left to the store for a while. When she 
returned she found her son lying on the bedroom 
floor dead. The right side_ of his -head had been 
opened up by a bullet. 
Besides Walton, three other youths were 
wounded. on Saturday rught. A burst of gunfire was 
let · go from a passing · car in another section of 
Dorchester as well. "There's no bigger issue in the 
city than the viole~ce that has been taking place," 
police commissioner Francis M. Roache said in an 
inteIView Sunday. •. 
~tlantis lands early 
Cape Canaveral, · Fla. (AP) - Atlantis 
astronaµts stowed their gear and te.sted 1)1.e shuttle's 
steering Sunday after Mission Control told them to 
come home three hours early to avoid high winds at 
the Mojave Desert landing site · in California. After 
looking at the •forecast, National Aeronautics and 
Space Adm1nistratlon officials decided to cut short 
the five-day mission by ~two 90-minute orbits. 
Atlantis landgl at Edwards Air Force Base 
at H:32 a.m~ PDT yesterday. The . shuttles main 
business - sending the $1. 5 billion Galileo probe <:>n 
its way to Jupiter - was accomplished 6 1/2 hours · 
after liftoff Wednesday. 
Abortion bill vetoed 
Washington, D.C (AP) - ~ortlon rights 
advocates conceded Sunday that they have little 
chance of overriding President Bush's veto of a bill 
allowing Medicaid to pay for abortions for victims of 
rape or incest; but said they still will 'make the 
attempt. 
The outl90k for an override is not good," 
said Marcy Wilder, a staff attorney for the National 
Abortion Rights Action League. While the Senate 
approved the $157billion Labor-Health and Human 
Services appropriations bills., including the · 
relaxation of Medicaid abortion restrictions, last 
Thursday by a 67-31 vote, the Hou~ vote a week 
earlier was 216 to 206, far short of the two-thirds 
that would be needed to override the veto. 
Trains -collide in -Ohio 
Upper Sandusky, Ohio {AP) -An Amtrak 
passenger train broadsided· a freight train Sunday, 
injuring . four people, knocking a shack into a 
swimming pool and throwing a freight car into a 
homeo\Yller's yard, authorities said. 
The 116-:-car freight train was canying 
"everythingfromsand to syrup", including carbolic 
acid in one-car, but none of the cargo spilled, said 
Andrea Just, a CSXTransportation spokesperson. 
The accident occurred at . 5:43 a.m. when the 
Amtrak train, traveling from New York City to 
Chicago, hit the freight train bound . for Newport 
News, Virginia. 
Fire in Dover 
.An intense fire raged through a Court 
Street duplex home on Sunday afternoon, leaving 
a family homeless. The first floor of the apartment 
was entirely gutted by the fire and the second and 
third floors were damaged, according to Assistant 
Fire Chief Mark Deliner. · · · 
Manuel Esparza, his wife and two children 
had left the apartment shortly before the fire, 
which was reported by a neighbor at 12:08 p.m. 
Esparza and his family are being housed by the 
Red Cross at a local hotel until they can find 
another home. 
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he last days of autumn . . -.the folks in downtown Portsmouth 
ad no problem enjoying the indian summer afforded us this 
. ast week. (Mike Parnham, photo). · 
Stude_nts relate earthquake experience 
'Two .from UNH on exchange at Santa Cruz tell· of "really weird'' scene·. 
By Terri Danisevich · · · · · , 
Marc Morais was listening said he ran from his room to tinued to vibrate" and from 
to a new record in his dorm outdoors where "everyone else Santa Cruz "black flumes of 
room. Sharon Donovan w~ was sod of running." · .smoke" could be _s_een as fires 
sitting on the grass watching Morais added that follow- broke out tri the town. 
an ultimate frisbee game. ing the quake, his new record Except for cracks in walls 
Enjoying the afternoon, was only "a little scratched.,; and pavement, the Santa Cruz 
Morais and Do_novan were only Donovan, who· also called· · campus received very little 
10 miles from · the epicenter of it a "really weird" scene, said damag~. Downtown Santa 
the devastating California she did not realize · what was · Cruz, however, was another 
earthquake when it rattled last happening at first. stoxy. 
week. ' "The idea of an earthquake "I don't want to say demol-
The two UNH students are didn't hit me," she said. , ished," Donovan said. "A lot of 
currently on exchange at the - Donovan said she was sit- homes canie off foundations ... 
University -of California at ting on the . ground, "moving most of the mall area, the basic 
Santa Cruz. . back and forth." 'The whole area, is destroyed." 
According to Morais, the entire mountainside was mov- Donovan added that 
shopping mall in which he had . ing!" classes were canceled from 
boughttherecordjustonehour According to Donovan, the Wednesday to Friday, but re-
earlier was demolished in the landscape looked as if the _ sum~d on M;onday. "It is Just 
quake. . "earth w~s on Jello~; starting to hit people. The feel- · 
Morais, who described the_ -Immediately afterward; . ing is everyone is glad to be 
experience as "really weird," Donovan said the earth "con- alive." · 
Police arrest the lewd and rude 
By Tammy Annis 
Aicohol and misconduct 
violations in Durham ran 
rampant this past Homecom-
ing weekend. 
Creteau was released on Sunday for license prohibition, 
$350 personal recognizance littering, and unlawful posses-
and is ·due to be arraigned sion of alcohol. He was re-
November 14 in .Durham Dis- · . leased on $500 personal re: 
trict Court. . cognizance and is due to ap-
Arrested for unlawful pos- pear in Durham District Court 
session of alcohol were UNH . on November 14. 
Lauri L. Powell, 21; Denise 
M. Brackesy, 21; Stephan L. 
Fortuna, 22; Michael D. Hos-
serlopp, 21; -susan M-. Davis, · 
22; Erin M. Dowd, 22;. Timothy 
M. Fox, 24; Greta Hedberg, 21; 
Amy H. Babson, 21; and Jen-_______________________ __. nifer Stewart, 21 were all ar-
students Sarah S. Jost, 20; GeorgeW.Sawyer;Jr.~20. 
Patrick K. Minnihar, 18'; Marc was charged by Durham Po-
L. Prescott, 18; Keira Digel, 19; lice with disorderly conduct, 
Stephen Foster, 20; Todd A resisting arrest, and prohibi-
B_urchard, 19; Rose Brisbone, tlons. Hewasreleasedon$750 
19; and Tai Dagan, 18. They · · personal recognizance 1s due 
are scheduled for arraignment to be arraigned in Durham 
in Durham District Court on Distri.ct Cou:,rt on Noyember 
December graduatiori.: 
. plans for festivities 
· are Underway & rolling 
. By Robert Sargent 
-Graduation for students 
earning their degrees this 
semester will :be held on 
Deceniberl 6th at 10:30 a.m. 
in Lundholm gymnasium. 
No speaker has been con-
firmed for the ceremony. Ann 
Marie Alek, Executive Officer 
of the Student Senate, said 
potential c~didates were so-
. licited from students last 
spring. _ 
Alek said the Senate's 
Commencement Committee 
will be planning senior din-
ners and picnics, but is un~ 
sure of a Senior Week for De-
cember graduates. 
According to Virginia 
- LaMontagne, Coordinator of _ 
Special Events, information 
packets will be mailed to sen-
iors on November 3rd and must 
be returned by November! 3th 
if there is an ~ntent to partici~ 
pate in commencement exer-
cises. Each graduate will r~-
ceive five tickets. 
Director of Parent Pro-
grams Sue Smith stated that a 
. continental breakfast for the 
seniors .and their parents will 
. be held at Philbrook Dining 
Hall on 'December 16th.. It will 
be $4.00 per pers-on. Students 
with meal plans will not be 
charged. 
rested for open containerviola-
tions. All were released on hand 
citations and are due to appear · 
in Durham District Court on 
· November 14. 
Hedberg, who was caught 
walking to Nick's with beer in 
November 14. 14. 
James Wertzell, 19, was ArrestedforDWiw.as.AIµy 
arr~st~d by Dur.ham Police o~ 
a . plastic cup, said that · she --------------------------
"can't afford" the $86.25 fine 
she was a~tually charged with. 
When she was first arrested, 
· she thought it was only $27. 
Jay C. Creteau, 19, was 
charged by Durham Police for 
lewdness. Creteau said he was 
aqested· Saturday night by a 
plain-clothes policeman after 
"going to the bathroom" on the 
side of Bayview Road. 
Creteau said the policeman 
- had to ask the him for his I.D. 
- twice. He said that he walked 
away the first time because he · 
"didn't know who he (the po-
liceman) was." 
"The police should have 
identified himself," added Cre- · 
teau . . 
homecoming pep rally last Friday. Rahl Rahl Rahl Hummina! 
Humminal Got Bandt Got (Ed Sawyer. photo) 
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WOR.LD NE .WS 
Air crash in Honduras 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras (AP)- Officials 
struggled to identify the remains of victims ofl 
Honduras' worst air. crash Sunday as five US 
government investigators arrtved to help find the 
cause of the disaster. · 
- Honduras officials said 132 bodies have 
--... been · recovered from the muddy · hills near· the 
capttal, where llie Honduran national airline TAN-
SAHSA's Bqeing 727-crashed Saturday. The exact _ 
number of suIVivor.s was still imkn~wn more than 
a day after the accident. US Embassy officials said 
they listed 16 s~IVivors, but Honduran officials 
counted only 14. 
Nicaragµa.Ds ·register 
to vote in elections 
Diplomats described voter turnout in the 
Nicaraguan national elections as .. oveiwhelining" ._ 
With three of the four registration days counted, 
' Government ot:flcials said last week that 1,336,342 
Nicaraguans, of a voting population of 1,970,486, 
had already registered for the February 25 vote. 
Under election rules, the e.prollment 
process has taken place in the presence· of poll 
watchers from the governing Sandinista National 
Liberation Front, the main opposition coalition, 
the National Oppo~ition Union andotherpolitic~ 
parties. Opposition parties have generally 
expressed satisfaction with the election preparation, 
which is being supervised-by a large, coordinated 
~etwork from the United Nations and other 
international groups. ' 
Lebanon partially 
withdraws from. Syria 
. Ta.if, Saudi Arabia- (AP) - The Lebanese 
. Parliament approved a power-sharing accord on 
Sunday to end tlie country"s 14-year civil war, but 
said its vote was contingent on approval by the rival 
Christian and Moslem governments. 
The proposal (ell short of Christian demands 
for a full pullout of Syrian troops from Lebanon, but 
includes Syrian proposals · for at least partial 
withdrawal. It also guarantees an equal number of 





an. attack Sunday on Erich Honecker, the ·ousted 
East German leader, saying "he· erected a wall of 
silence cut off from reality." The Daily ·Trud 
newspaper, an· official organ of the Communist' 
Party, said a majority of Honecker's countrymen 
~upported his decision to retire after 18 years as a 
leader. 
·. Honecker, 77, was replaced as general 
secretaiy by Egon Krenz, 52, who has vowed to 
iritroduce changes in the heavily conservative state. ' 
Trud said that Honecker had fostered his own cult 
'of personality by usiftg the intiipidated official press. .-
The newspaper also blamed Honecker's wall toward 
change as leading to the flight since August of more 
than 60,000 East"Germans to the West, saying food 
and housing are relatively good and cannot explain 
_ the .. illegal" exoous. · , · 
·..,J •. • OAtUES 
C -0 U R S E S O F FE R E" D SP .R_ I NG 
Ch E 41 O Survey of Current Energy and Pollution Control Tech. 
01 M\Jy'F 9: 10- l O, W 4: l 0-5 Kingsbury 319 staff 
Ci E 520 Envitomental Pollution and Protecti·on..:-A Global Context 
01 TTR 8:10-9:30- . Kingsbury M227 · James Malley 
Cmn 455 ·Introduction to M.ass Communication .. 
02 MWF 12:10-1 Horton 4 Josh Meyerowitz 
04 TTR 3:40-5 Parsons L 101 William Husson 
E C 635 Contempory Conservation Issues 
01 MF 3:10-5 James 303 
E e 702 Natural Re-sources Policy 
·01WF2:10-4 · · James208 
HMP 401 U.S. Heal_th Care Systems 
01 MWF 9: 10-10 Ham-Smith 216 _ 
02 TTR 11: 10-12:30 Nesmith 205 





01 TR 11; l 0-12:30 W t l 0-2 Spaulding 19 Nevin & Fuld 
Nursing 670 Issues in Healh Care for the Aged 
01 T 4:10-7 Murkland 207 RaelineShippee-Rice 
Philosophy 424 Science,Technology, and Society 
0 l MWF 11: l 0-12 Ham-Smith 18 Timm Tripplet 
02 MWF 3: l 0-4 Ham~Smith 18 . -Timm Tripplet 
Philosophy 447 Computer Power and Human Reason 
01 TTR 9:40-11 · Ham-Smith 41 Paul McNamara 
02TTR 11-12:30 Ham-Smith 42 Paul McNamara 
03 TTR3:40-5 Ham-Smith 41 Paul-McNamara 
04 TTR 2-3:30 Ham-Smith 18 Drew Christie 
Philosophy 630 Ph,ilosophy of Natural Science 
01 TTR 11-12:30 Ham-Smith 41 Val Dusek -
Philosophy 6t1J Law, Medicine and Morals 
01 MWF 1-2 Ham-Smith 42. Tim Tripplet 
Technology 583 Technological Systems 
01 MWF l: 1~2 TR 4-5 Kingsbury 251 · Alden Winn 
• • I 
-8 RlEFS 
. . . . l ' 
U~S ·and Peruvian 
· Gov. _ against drugs 
Lima, Peru - In Peru, where 65 percent of 
-the world's coca crop is grown, _ the United States 
and the Government are waging a tiny anti-drug 
campaign. Everyday, 20 to 40 Peruvian policemen 
and three or four agents from the United States 
Drug EnforcementAdministratlQn fly into cocaine . 
field laboratories_ in the Jungle. _ · · _ 
Americans and Peruvians have· des_troyed 
19 laboratories since the beginning of operations· 
in early September . .American and Perµvian officials 
acknowledge that their efforts so far have had Uttle 
. effect on an iJ:ldustry that yields up to $1.5 billion 
_ a year and direFtly supports up to 300,000 farmers 
and their families. · 
. ,__y 
·contras' anlbush· kills 
. Ni·c·aragu~ troops 
Managua,. Nicaragua (AP) - A group' of 
contra rebels - ambushed two trucks canying 
Government soldiers in northern Nicaragua, killing 
18 soldiers and wounding'8, the Defense ministry 
said yesterday. The soldiers were said to be reseive 
troops on their way to vote in the national elec!ions. 
The attack was part of a contra campaign 
to .. disrupt the electoral process," the Defense 
Ministiy said. The talks aimed ~ta permanent end 
to the eight-yearwar are stalemated arid the ... re has 
been continue~ sporadic fighting. 
(TSU) MINOR 
198 9 
· For Information on TSV Minor: 
See TSV Coordinator Val Dusek 
Ham-Smith 45 862-3076 or 
TSV Associate Coordinato-r : 
· John Carroll 
James 215 862-3940-
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Prospect v~ lJNH :t:T:nts an · parents, stro 
~ampus tour. (Michelle Adam, photo). 
The all-important first impression·-
Tours of UNH campus help guJde'Juture students 
By Dana Blake 
Autumn seems to be the wronghereatUNH,shedoesn't 
tlnie of -year for college. Tl)e hold information in intention-
leaves are turning, it's home- ally. 
coming and with midterms "It's really hard to bring up 
upon us, it really feels like col~ everythingaboutUNHbecause 
lege in more than one way. , there's so much going on,· 
The same can be said for Dykema.said. ~we like to .give 
those students who are not yet them the general idea.· Usu -
among us, the high school ally ... with a bigger group, the 
seniors. Autumn is also the questions will come out. People 
·time of year for _high _school will ask, ·How's parking here? 
seniors to ask themselves that How are those kind of things.• 
· all important question: Where Dykema said she generally 
will I go to school next year? has questions on . safety or 
Perhaps you've seen them security. When aslied about 
walking around campus in rape, she said" .. ~ if they do ask 
those campus tours, The tours , it. we're not going to ignore it,· 
start at the admissions house, - said Dykema. "We address the 
go around Stillings up through issue. We tell them it happefl:S. 
the library to Parsons and back It happens everywhere. The 
around through the MUB. university is taking action 
Marta Dykema, a sopho- , against it.· · 
more . hotel administration · · One potential engineering 
major, works as a student tour - student said he liked the cam- · 
guide on a volunteer basis. pus atmosphere. 
"I still like it a lot," Dykema "College life is so much 
said. "I really do. I just get a lot different,· he said. "I wasn't 
of satisfaction o,ut of it." aware of how big the classes 
Dykema volunteers a total were going to be." - . 
ofaboutfivehoursaweekdoing He added, "'As far as a _ 
campus tours, which may last general major and stuff, I didn't 
up to two hours, and interytew- figure you'd have to sit in 
ing student candidates. . classes of 300 and listen to one 
Dykema · said the ·tour guy talk. I've heard about it • 
guides are given a "guide" from but I didn't know it was going . 
the admissions office to use as to be like that." 
a . reference for leading tours. · When asked whether this 
· Dykema said that although tour would effect his decision 
she doesn't volunteer informa- to come to UNH, he said he 
~ tion about everything that goes didn't know yet. , 
HEY BUDDY! 
Here's Your 
Picture Perspnal .! 
· 1 got it at 
Th.e 
.New Hampshire 
rm. 110B_ MUB 
His mother added, "We just 
figured -:this would be a good 
place to start." 
She added, "It · just gives 
you a general outlook to · the 
whole school and the situation." 
Dykema said the most 
popular questions centered 
around admission criteria and 
class size. 
"It's usually the parents 
who are always shooting out 
questions," Dykema said, 
"'Students usually don't say 
much." 
\ Dykema said that the stu-
dents can be intimidated be-
cause college is so foreign to 
them. 
"'This is something very 
different for them. They're 
scared so they aren't going to 
be really bold," Dykema said. 
- She added, "I tell them 
they're going to have some big 
classes but they will have the 
smaller labs, and when you get 
in your major the classes get . 
·smaller. · I reassure them it's 
not all big. I like to convey to 
them that UNH is a very per-
sonal school." 
And what's the strangest 
question she's ever been asked? 
"'The craziest question I've 
had-so far .is: ·Do you knpw the 
. radius of the ,frequency of this 
radio station? How far . it ex-
tends?' I said I'm sorry but I 
don't J.a:iow that one. I had no 
idea." 
Cale11dar 
TUESD..t\Y, OCTOBER 24 
FIEID HOCKEY- vs. Springfield. New Hampshire Hall, 3 
p.m. 
WOMEN'S ISSUES WEEK- "Building Better Relationships." 
(Spommred by Upper Quad Staff.) Main Lounge, Randall, 7 
p.m. · 
FACUL1Y LECTIJRE SERIES- "'The Unfinished Revolution: 
China'from 1911 to 1989," Allen _Linden, Assoc. Professor of 
,I~istory. Alumni Center, 7:30 p.m. 
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER- Dr. Judith Rodin, Professor 
&Chair, Dept. of Psychology, Prof~ ofMedicineandPsychiaby, 
Yale University. "Women's Health: Is-sues on theThreshhold 
of the Twenty-~t Century. "-Room 4, Horton Social Science, 
sp.m. . 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25 · 
MARKETING DAY- Interact, listen to marketing executives 
and professionals. Speakers from Pepperidge Farm: O'Neil, 
Griffin & Body Advertising Firm; Abbott Diagnostics. Reading 
Room, McConnell, 9 am. to noon. All_welcome. 
-181li CENTURY SEMINAR-Edward Larkin, Dept. of German 
&Russian, "Augustvon Kotzebue and the French Revolution." 
Grafton Room, MUB, noon. · 
WOMEN'S' STUDIES BAG LUNCH-Informal discussions . 
.. What Is The Agenda For Women Faculty, Staff and Students 
at UNH?" Hillsh9rough Room, MUB;noonto-I p.m. 
WOM~N'S SOCCER- vs. Vermont, 3 p.m~ . 
ITALIAN LECTURE/FILM SERIES- "Ginger and Fred." 
Richards Auditorium, Mm:kland, 7 p.m., .$1. 
WOMEN'S ISSUES WEEK- .. Les}?ians on Campus." Main 
Lounge, Randall, 7 p.m. 
COLOQUIUM- 19th Century French Studies. New England · 
Center. Contact French Department, 862-3856, for c;opy of 
program. · 
THURSDAY, 10CTOBER 26 
BRO~ BAG SE~ES- Gallery Talk, Robert (Mac) Do!Y, Folk 
Art. Art Galleries, Paul Arts, noon~· · 
~ 
LECTURE- "Randall Jarrell as Critic," byWilliam Pritchard, 
Professor of English atAmherst College. Room 129; Hamilton:- . 
Smith, 12:30 to 2 p.m. 
EARfH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM-: "Investigating Fracture . 
Interconnectivity in Large-Scale Permea~ility Zones,· Dr. 
Fred Paillet, U.S. Geological ,Suxvey, Denver. Room 119, 
James, 4 p.ni. 
HAUN1ED HAYRIDE- Ride through College Woods in a hay 
wagon with spooks along the way. Leaves every I /2 hour 
from Snively Arena, 7 to 11 p.m;, $2 per person. 
MUSO FILM- "Working Girl." (Replaces "Aquirre, The Wrath 
. of God.•) Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S ISSUES WEEK- "'RatesX." Main Lounge, Randall, 
7p.m. 
ITALIAN LECTURE/FILM SERIES- "'Ginger and Fred." 
. Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 8 p.m. , $1. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27 
WOMEN ISSUES WEEK- Coffee House featuring woi;nen 
artists. Devine Niche, _ 8 p.m. 
SUBMIT INFORMATION TO TIIE OFFICE OF STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES INTI-IE MUB. CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS AND 
DEADLINES. 
·· typists wanted: 
call · THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
862-1490 
/ 
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Oh', The Spot 
\ 
' -
What was your fc;\vortte part of Homecomin~ Weekend? 
'The parties I went to off 'The Head , of the Char-
- campus were th_e .best part · les" · 
- of Homecoming.;, .. -.-
Beth Casale John Harris 
Sociology Undeclared Liberal Arts 
Senior Freshman 
WHAT ABOUT MY 'RIGHTS? 
~Do the-police always have to tell me my 
miranda rigµts when I'm arrested? , · 
Police are required to provide miranda 
warnings only where they interrogate - -
a defendant to obt~in incriminating 
statements.· In most cases, police.do 
.not need·a confession·to obtain a 
conviction and the failure to _provide 
miranda warnings is not a defense. 
FREE LEGAL SERVICES. 
Dwyer ·and Caramango 
.Room 131 .MUB . 
1-800-422-6919 
sp9nsorec! 6y -
S tuaent Senate 
1(m. 130 9v{'l1'13 
.862-1494 
"Partyingwith my friends that "My favorite part was the fact -
came. up from home.'' jhat I wasn't here." . 
Mark Fabend James Charlton 
Undeclared Liqeral Arts Fine Arts -
Sophomore . · · · Freshman 
r 
1. 
I contin~:,:o~ page:E~ElHAMPSHIRETUESDAY,OCTOBNOtice· s } 
She told me to sit straddle- are like (mental) therapists in a 
wise in a funny looking vinyl- way," she said. "Some ,clients 
padded chair. really confide.in us, tell us their 
I ·sat . on it with my front deepest feelings and we prom-
PAGE] 
. ( 
, . side away from her. I rested my ise our utmost confidentiality." 
arms on the wooded sides of My thoughts through all of 
the chair and rested my face in this talk was, God aren't people 
a padded· hole that cradled my nervous when they come in 
head. here; isn't there a sense of 
"Let yourself relax," she embarrassment, · especially if 
· said, stressing the importance they unclothe themselves to 
of le~ting those muscles go to receive this massage? From 
feel the extent of the rub down. the lookon my fac.e, she must 
_Rubbing her hands up and · haveread:µiythoughtsbecause 
down my back she discovered . she answered what I was think-
that my most tense muscles ing. 
wete located in my lower back "People do get embarrassed 
and shoulders. Shealsofound, the first time," she said . . "But 
after inspecting ~y arms that after that they let go ... we try 
my forearms were extremely to communicate that we are · 
tense. "That's · probably be- their frien'ds and we're here' to 
causelwritesomuch,"Ichuck-· help them." Ms. Kneeland 
led. She continued to rub my considered many of her clients 
. , back and arms for f5 minutes to be like.-family.-
. in which I indulged in ·relaxa- The clients associate the 
tion. · smell of the oils and potpourri, 
When I stood up to return _ the sound of the music and the 
back to · the other-office: I did . touch of a soft hand with good 
· experience that "putty-feellng" thoughts. "The oils, especiafiy, · 
she talked about. I felt free of are an attractive element to the· 
something, what I don't know, whole thing," she · expressed. 
but my mind wasn't thinking Something about the scents of 
too coherently anyways. orange, cinnamon and toasted 
Trying to continue on with almond effect people's emo~ 
our conversation' I asked tions .. "Maybe because most 
."·whether people feel free from people associate a good .rub · 
stress after a full hour of mas- with the oils," she said. , 
sage. "It's a mini vac~tio~ from With elements such as 
·. stress," she responded. t.Some . these a person can really enjoy 
ACADEMIC 
GRAMMAR HELP-SESSIONS: Opportunity 
for students to learn to recognize and fix 
common grammatical errors. Student-based 
agenda: there will be no planned lesson-We 
.· will .deal with specific student questions. 
Tuesday, Room 21, Murkland, ' 6:30-7:30 
p.m . . 
PRE-REGISTRATIONFORHORSEMANSHIP: 
Sign up for Spring seme~ter horsemanship 
classes. Priority sign up: Wednesday, Octo-
ber 25, 4-6 p.m.; sign up: Thursday, October 
26, 4:30 p.Iil. Light horse Classroom-. Adja-
cent to stables. · 
GENERAL 
' ' 
BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Student Coali-
tion for the Homeless. Help the homcdess, 
buy some , goodies! Tuesday, October 24, 
MUB 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. · 
· GREAT BAY FOOD c°OOP: A non-profit or-
ganization selling great wholesome food at 
good prices. Non-members may shop for 
%10 off during October in celebration of 
'National Coop . Month. Wednesdays; Hub-
bard Hall, Recreation Lounge, 4:30 to_7 p.m. 
EXPLORING OUR JEWISHNESS: $ponsored 
· by Hillel- UNH's Jewish Student Organiza-
tion. Discussion with Rabbi Mark about our 
Jewishness in all senses ofthe word, Jewish-
ness in our personal lives, our. Jewishness 
on campus; What it means to be a Jew? 
Tl1;ursday, October 26, Forum Room, Li-
braI}\ 7 p.m. people feel refreshed and re- -their treatment. But those 
· newed, ready to tackle any- people didn't have to be just 
:fhing." . older, professional people, . . HARVESTMOQNAMERICANINDIANSEMI-
. Ma~sage for Health is a which does make up the ma-
" professional organization. "It's jority of their clients. Any per-
NAR: sponsored by Native American Cul-
tural Association. Guest speakers and ex-
hibits from across northern New England ,. 
will Qe presented· on ~ variety of · Native 
American .Indian topics ranging from tipi life, 
etiquette, and customs to traditional and 
contemporary dress. October 28, Saturday, . 
Hamilton Smith Hall, noon to 5 p.m. free (do-
nations accepted) 
. no funny business; atleastfour son, -or any age is welcome. 
·. chiropractors refer there clients "It's healthy for anyone, even 
to the office," said Ms. babies," she exclaimed. 
Kneeland. Although most Once in a while Ms. 
- doctors recommend their Kneeland does get a child qr 
clients to the staff of Massage two. "Children love the touch 
for Health for its art of physical · as much as adults do." It's 
healing, there is also a mental good for children to receive such 
healing that can occur, she treatmentatayoungage . . "This 
said. way they learn how to relax 
When clients get up onthe and not be so stressed as they 
table they just let their thoughts 




Legal, 3HD or 8-1 /2 x 11" WMe, 
201b Bond, auto-fed sheets. 
with this ad ... thru October 
A ~~ween Special! 
Coples· on Astrol;>rlte ORANGE 
(8-1/2 z 11, auto-fed) for only 6~ each 
·kinko's 
the copy center 
_51 Main Str~et. Durham. NH 03824 
(603) 868-6322 ·FAX (603) 868-2967 
Monday - Friday, 7:30. a.rn. - 9 p.m: 
Saturday & Sunday, 10 a.rn. - 5 p.m. 
ROLLER SKATING PAR1Y: Sponsored by 
Hillel, Jewish Sb,1dent Organization. Roper 
skating p·arty and ice cream sundae party 
· afteiwards, Wednesday, November 1, Happy 
Wheels in Portsmouth, 6 p.m. (meet at MUB 
entrance) 
USHERS NEEDED: For a special Children's 
Perlormance of Momix on Monday, Novem-
ber 20 at 11 a.m., Johnson Theater. Call 
862-3227 or stop by Celebrity Series office, 
Rom~ I 05, Huddleston Hall. · 
HEALTH 
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUPS: Meet in Re-
source Room, 249, Health . Services. Tues-
days: 8-9 p.m. 4:30-5:30 p.m. (faculty and 
staff); Wednesdays: 12 noon-I p.m. Infor-
mation: 862-3823. 
GAY SUPPORT GROUPS: Health Services, 
Tuesdays: 3-4 p.m., Conference Room, 
#201A; 4:30-5:30 p.m. (faculty and staff), 
R~source Room, #249; Wednesdays: 5-6 




Tuesday, Oct~ber 24, µ>rd Hall, 7 p.ni. · 
1 
WOMEN'S HEALTH: Tuesday, October 24, ' 
4B Williamson Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
AIDS, POLmcs, . AND SOCIAL POLICY: 
, Wednesday, October 25, 3B, Williamson:· 
Hall, 8:30 p.m. . 
EATING DISORDERS AND NUTRITION: 
Wednesday, · October 25,. Majn · Lounge, • 
Gibbs Hall, 8:30 p.m. ' · . 
FEELINGS: Wednesday, October 25, 3rd 
Floor, Stoke, 7 p.m: · · 
BOOZE AND YOU: Thursday, October 26, 
Main Lounge, Randall Hall 7 p.m. 
MEN & DRINKING: _ Thursday, October 26.' 
Babcock House, 7 p.m . 
ACOA SUPPORT GROUP MEETING: Fri-
days, Room 20~A •. Conference Room, 2nd 
Floor, Health Service Center, 1-2 p.m. 
COLLOQUIUM: "Drugs vs. Diet in Control 
ofHypertension: How Will We Know?" Robin 
Gorsky, Ph.D., of the Dept. of Health_ 
Management and Policy will speak. Tues-· 
day, October 31, Solarium, Hood House, 2-
3:30 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
S1UDENT COALITION FOR THE HOME-
LESS: Interested in helping N;H. 's home~-
less through various fundraisers and help-
i!lg out at shelters. Join us on Tuesdays,, 
Room 42, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m: 
HOTEL SALES & MARKETING ASSOCIA-
TION MEETING: Speaker · Chris Avery, 
President of. the Boston area H.S.M-.A.l. 
Chapter .discussing computer technology. 
Group meetings for Holiday Gift Spree. 
Refreshments. Wednesday, October 25, 
, Senate Room,' MUB, 7 p.m. 
GAIA MEETING; The enviroll!Ilent needs 
your l;lelp. J"oin UNH's environmental. ac-
tion group for our weekly meeting. Wednes-
days, Belknap Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
DEBATE SOCIE'IY MEETING: For all 
members and those wishing to Join or find · 
our more about the "Socie,ty. Wednesdays! 
.Room 41, Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m. 
UNH COLLEGE REPUBLICANS MEETING: 
Be involved . in th_e political process and 
make a difference. Help bring speakers to 
UNH, attend leadership seminars through-
out the Northeast and meet interesting 
~ople. Thursdays, Room 19, Hamilton 
. Smith, 7 p.rri. 
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER: A newly 
established · organization dedicated to 
educating all students on women's issue~. 
I 
We welcome everyone to attend our weekly 
meetings. Thursdays, Check at Info.· Cen-
ter for Room, MUB. 7:30 p.m. 
SUBMIT INFORMATION TO IBE OFFICE 
OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. 
CALL862-1524 FORFORMSAND DEAD-
LINES; 
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RANDOM. 
WRITINGS 
I love evil 
By John Doherty 
~<' 
I love evil. · _ . _ 
And I've J:?een watching you, lye seen what you do. You 
-love evil too. ' ' 
It's a quiet evil, evil that only pays occasional visits and 
doe_sn't stay very long. But it's overpowering while ,tt 
possesses us~ Nothing could make us happier. It's the 
_ simple pleasure we get from "acddently" stomping on 
someone's little fingers as they doze on Thompson Hall 
lawn that makes this evil· so attractive .. 
Yesterday, t,.was in Stillings. I to<;>k one of those dopey 
little cups and 'rtl1ed it with ice cream. Maybe t};le lack of 
cones pissed me 9ff, maybe I was a terrorist in a past life -
something made _ me fill up ·a half-dozen cups and sneak 
back to my dorm. , 
I waited-until I was all alone. Then I ~rept into the 
bathroom. From the tlµrd floorw:mdow I let those suckers 
fly one by one. l watched the cups spin and fall, gairung 
speed with the passing of every evil ~econd. It looked like 
the Pontiac was brand-spariking new, or perhaps . the 
· - owner just spent_hours and hours washing and waxing the 
red paint to perfection. I watchec;l in ecstacy as the ice 
cream ·exploded over the hood, arid then I walked back to 
. my dorm room and giggled my ass off . 
. She's usually pretty considerate. She studies hard all 
day in library and usually sbe puts her books back on the 
'shelf 'where she found them. But on that day, as she ' 
walked back. to place the anthology with it's shelf- mates; -
some dark fqg descended over her heart. Something seized 
bet., and she had to turn around. She climbed three flights 
of stairs and slid the book in with. the collections of 
Japanese poems - somewhere no one would ever find it. 
Ever. No matter-ho~ hard.they look. · 
Remember that girl you met last Saturday night? That 
gorgeous little babe who wouldn't have anything to do with . 
you? Remember how she snubbed all your attempts at 
conversation? You never expected her to call, did you? And _ 
you never expected her to leave that sweet . message and 
that "call me!" with a phone number on your door, huh? 
That was me. And I watched as you dialed the numbers 
and ask~d for'her. I watched as your faced turned red and 
you hung up apologizing. You looked so sad as you hurried 
back to your room, but I was so pleased with my cleverness, 
I nearly wet myself. · -
You told her it wasn't a one night stand. "I'm not that 
type of guy," you explained and flashed those-baby-blues. 
In the morning when you crept out of her r~m you left her 
the address of some guy in your English class and . the 
phone number to a dry - cleaner ln Dover. You evil bastard. 
_ I was in a deep sleep when you burst in my room. It was 
three_ in the morning, but I guess I deseived it . . I couldn't 
· make out yo~r face because of the dark. I was only half- . 
concious. You handed ine some· generic.,.trophy and kept 
whispering those mysterious words: 
'"You won! You did it! You won!" 
Won? Won what? I hadn't enetered anything, didn't 
expect to win finything•. I don't blame you for my broken 
sleep and confusion. It was evil tha,t brought you to me and 
put the riddle in your words. 
Most of the time I just walk around. I carry my books 
in this harmless knapsack and I go to class. I see all ofyou 
out there, and for the most part, you look fine. Soµietimes 
we pass each other in the street and-we smile and' say "Hi 
there!" ' 
But them I'm in the stall of some men's room ~th my 
pants around my ankles. I see you've unrolled the toilet 
paper and thrown it on the' wet floor the next stall over. 
Somewhere you're laughing at me. 
John Doherty, a report(!r for 1lJ.e . New Hampshire, 
thinks he is such a good writer that he can always hand in 
-his stones in late. 7 
POSTER 
SALE 
Atnerican & Foreign Movie 
Po.sters / Photos / Postcards· 
Rock P_osters 
OCT.23-25 




·UQ'S W On1en's 
Issues ·Week 
- ~ .. , ,f will be topping <Jff with a . 
· Coffee ~ouse 
. featuring: · _,-/ 
Women -Artists 
from the '-UNH campus, , 
including The Notables, Cindy 
C:;atthW"aite, Heidi Batchelder, 
and_ others! · 
8:00 pm _ 
Friday, . Oct . . 2 7 _ 
Devine Niche 
'Tliere · 'UJi[[ also 6e 'Tar~t Card •!• 
reac£ings being done for $1 to -
6enefit a Coca[ Women 's.Slie(ter. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1989 
Incredib[e! ! 
Over 600 styfes of 
Jltlifetic SlioesJLConeI 
.fo)~a . •• 
, ~~ Tqiifll ' 
NH•t6~!aill•i 
Route ~25 Plaistow, N.H. (603) 382-94 75 . 




CAIRO ~, 618 
SAN JOSE C.R. 390 
CARACAS 370 
TOKYO 749 
SYDNEY 1229 . 
Taxes not included.Restrictions 
apply.One way fares available. 
Eurail passe$ issued on the s 






Graduating -seniors, If you are interested in a career opportunity 
that will allow you to stay in the ,N ortheast, while working- for ·a · 
fast-paced, dynamic company, then you may want to talk yvith us. 
We're Hannaford -Br~s. Co~, , Northern New , England's 
largest food and drug retai ler, w ith-annual sales over S 1.5 billio~ 
a,:id a track -record of continue(),-outstanding success. Our '. 
current marketing territory is Maine, New Hampshire, 
Vermont, Massachusetts and New York. 
Aimed at developing prbmising •individual~ intq senior managers, 
our Reta'il Management Training Program is thorough, intensive 
_ and demanding. Only a few top caliber people .are chosen each 
year tojoin this fast-track program.· 
- I . 
To qualify for consideration ,P into this · program, candidates 
must-have: · · · · 
• A four-yea.r college_~~gree 
• De.monstrated leadership - · 
• 3.0 or better accumulated g-rade average 
• Outsta'1ding communication_ skills 
, We will be on. campus for a pre-recruiting ses-sion 
-_ on Tuesday,· October 24th, 1989 
at Hetzel Board Room/ Alumni Center between 7:00PM-9:-00 PM . · 
. Please ,stop, by and join us! -
·_-~- l~P , '·''-1·,· . HANNAFORD BR()$. co. n Corporate Recruiting Offices · PO Box 1000 • Portland, Maine -04104 · . _ @ , "An Equal Opportunity Employer" 
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·F r the 
. h-eolth .of it · 
By: Heather Wood and Jennifer.Brenizer 
Wednesday, October 11th was the National 
Coming out Day.-For those of you who didn't know _ 
what "coming out" meant, it was a day for people .to 
accept themselves as being gay, lesbian, or bisexual. 
A_ person may have decided to tell their f~mily and/ 
oi.:friends that they were-gay or they may have finally 
accepted· it in themselves. Of course, this need not 
· only ,be restricted to a specified day, ''coming out'' 
occurs at other times too. · 
· Why does such a· thing as "coming out" exist? The 
r homosexual -community is the least visible 
community.-Anyonecanbe gay and chances are that 
you won't be able to,tell unless they tell you. Therefore, 
a day is set aside for th~m to do ~xactlythat with the 
support of others' who are in the_ same situation. 
If universal acceptance of ,"National Coming ou't 
Day" seems difficult to envision, consider it_on ·an 
individual ·1evel, which· will also illustrate the 
emotional health concerns th~l:t come-into pl~y. Since · 
. the homosexual'community is so difficult to identify, 
individuals have _the ability to conceal their 
homosexaul identity if they choose. to do . so. ~Y 
suppres~ing their feelings, they suppress who they· 
really are. On a much simpler level, most of us_ have 
__ ,.at SP~<?. point pretended to be something we 're not 
whethedt-be 'reeling pressure fo party-or act a certain -
way around people. -We 'v:e also.felt our self esteem . . 
hit rock bottom while at thesame time, our tension · 
level soars. We're not ourselves, and we don't want 
· anyone else to figure it out~ I want to make it clear that 
I do not inteng to trivialize the experience of concealing -
homosex~ality, I only wai;it to· find a point at which 
most people can identify. So, we've felt this smaller 
emotion at some po~nt in tim~. Now, imagine 
concealing your identity and being something you'r~ _ 
not (or years. A person can hide their identity so much 
· that they won'~ even let themselves believe it. This is 
why "coming out" can occur at different levels and 
includes a tremendous release of stress and tension . ,/ 
that has built up for years. _ _ 
At this point, I urge you to accept all people. There 
seems to l;>e _ some confusion _when it comes. to _ 
homosexuality. Some people believe that if you 
support gay anc~ lesbian rights, you must be gay. This 
is not always true. If you support gay and lesbian 
.,. rights you support the rights of people whoever they- · 
· are. Maybe someone you knew "came mt', then 
again, that person may come out tomorrow or the 
next day instead. The best thing you could do for that 
person is-offer yo~r support to them as a person and 
a friend. · · 
' . 
. If you have any further questions, more information 
can be found at the Office . of Health Education 
located on the second floor of Health Services. 
NEED TO GET A 
MESSAGE OUT TO 
THEUNH 
COMMUNITY? 
well, The New Hampshire 
· is the best place to start! . 
For advertising infor~ation: , . 
•




· Now is your chance to talk about 
Retail Management Opporb.mities . 
. with Osco Drug . 
- If you're interested in retail management as a 
career; then Osco Drug is the company for you! 
Osco Drug, one of the largest retail drug chains in the nation, 
can put your talents, skills, and drive on the road to success . 
. If you have an interest, background, training or education in 
refail management, we have the career you've been waiting for. 
Our structured management training program, including 
manager training phase manuals, video tapes and workshops, 
along with hands-on experi.ence, will ·start you on your way 
to a progressive career in retail management. 
For all m!=lnagement positions we offer an ex<;:ellent_starting 
salary and a sornprehensive benefits package: 
• health Insurance • dental plan 
• life Insurance • employee discount 
~ dlsablllty pay plan • profit sharing 
• and morel 
In addition, orice promoted from management trainee to the 
next level of management, you will participate in our luGrative 
bonus program. 
· From the hiring, training, and development of people, to the 
buying of virtually every item, the Osco management team 
exercises a great deal of autonomy in their stores. Find out 
more about an Osco Drug management career. 
We will be on campus 
Thursday, October 26th 
to conduct initial interviews. 
If you are unable to attend, please send your, resume to: 
American Drug Stores, Attn: Recruiting Department, 1818 
Swift Drive, Oak Brook, IL 60521. We are an equal oppor-
tunity ·employer. 
AMERICAN DRUG STORES 
ScHono-ugs OscoDrug . 
I . 
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. WORKING GIRL 
, Starring .. ;. Harrison Ford 
. Sigourney Weaver · 
Melanie Griffith 
· rHURSDAV -
7:00 _ -.1 ·. - AND ·9:30 
STRAFFORD ROOM in the MUB _ - · -· 
And_ playingFriday ..... ·. 
lP ~ 00 [}r lE t©HWP ® m,1 [g Wll\ ~ [l 
71 ~®@ £00'[.W® ~~® 
· students $1' · · · . Aon-students $2 
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· POLICE continued f.-0111 page. 3 
~ .·· 
I• TAILGATING 
Peny, 20. Peny is due to bear- disorderly conduct. They were is due to be arraigned Novein- Court on November 14. ' _ con tin u.ed 
raigned November 14 in Dur- ·released · on personal recognf- ber 14. . UNH student Michael 'A. 
ham District Court. zance · and are due to be ar- _ UNH student David J. Sigel was arrested for criminal ·. front page 1: 
. · Richard M . . Johnson, 21; raigned November 14 in' Dur"" ' Maruszak, 22; was arrested mischief by Durham Police. He 
Peter A Secor, 21; Andrew C. 
Boyd, 20; Edward M. Friedlan-
der; 23; Stephen J .. Mason, 22; . 
and Robert B. _ Gray, all tiNH 
students, were arrested · for 
ham District Court. Sunday by Durham Police for , was released on $500 cash bail. - -
criminal mischief. He was re- He_ will be arraigned in Our-_ _ she even tried to explain that to 
leased on $500 personal'recog:- ham District Court on Novem- a police office_r. 
Lisa K. Fernald, 21, and a 
UNR student, _ was arrested · 
Saturday for littering. She-Was , 
released on a hand citation and 
nizance and -iS due to be ar- ber 14. , The officer told Quellette_ it · 
raigned in Durham District . was · not his policy but the 
university's an<lher complaints• 
------.-----------------~--------------------------
$45.(0R LESS) ONEWAY-
·THE TRUMP SHUTlLE STUDENT FARE. 
F1y The Trump Shuttle-and all the world will be your stage. Or at ·1east all New York, Boston _and Washington. 
· Because now college and graduate students can fly The Trump Shuttle for only $45! 
This special fare is for college and graduate students age 24 or younger a_nd is good on hourly flights 
Monday-Friday 10am-2pm and anytime after 7pm, all day Saturday, and Sunday until·2pm. Just present 
your valid college I.D. when you buy your ticket from your travel agent or at The Trump Shuttle terminal at 
New York LaGuardia, Boston Logan or Washington National. No reservations required. : 
· Or ~ou can pay·even less-ju$t 1 - - ~-:-- - - - - - _- - -- --'- - - - -:-' ~ ~ - -;;- -
$S?.90 per fhght-when yos~ purch.ase The I -Call toll free, 1-800-147.:.8786, see your travel 
Trump S~uttle Term~ss . book of 10 I agent, go to The Trump Shuttle ticket counter at the airport or return this coupOI). to: _ 
one-way tickets. 'I1o order your TermPass, I The Trump Shuttle, 'FermPass Order Dept., PO. Box 8, -
simply mail in t~e coupon below, or visit - I ~~st _Elmhurst Sta., East Elmhurst, N.Y. 11369 
any- Trump Shuttle \ t!,~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~r . . [, ~;w~~'lil;~: ~~£~~~~~:jJs~~3~~~~; ~!~TLE TERMPASS-a book of 10 
local travel agent. ·:Pr;r :;:,-,:-:•-· ____________ _ 
This is my D Schoql Address D Home Address 
Telephone ~ ea Code . College ______ Class of__ _ -
~ Check or Money Order for $379 enclo_sed. 
Please charge to: D American Express D VISA □MasterCard D Discover 
Card# I I I I I I I I -I I I · I I I I I I Exp. Date_· _- __ 
.. ~:• 
\ 
Te~ass \ \ 
:f'~s9 \ \ ~THETRUMPSHUTTLE· 
~~~~~~~~~~~~' \ _.., 
~ 
\ 
Name on Credit Card_-_ ____________ _ _ 
Cardholder Signature ______________ _ 
(Signature required for credit card purchases) 
BN4A 
to him were fruitless. 
Offic~r Phillips, a resetve 
officer for the University since 
.1973 explain~d. "These people 
have to ·· contribute a certain 
amount of money to park here . 
and most of them are older . 
responsible adults so they are 
annoyed with the policy that 
restricts them from doing what 
they want to do." He ~so said 
there were no real problems in ' 
th~tarea but most of what the 
alumni had to say 'to him was . 
negative. · -
"'Ibis is ridiculous!" said 
Susan Mason, class of '78, as 
she moved to cover her open 
beer in the back of her blue 
wagon as a police officerwalked 
by. , 
Mason said that -the poltcy 
has; "'ruined hornecoming," and _ , 
that she probably .won't be 
: coming bacl~ next year. 
SHAKESPEARE 
continued 




"Oh, we have a collect call 
fi:om William Shakespeare. 
Yeah. Right Sute we do." · 
Click. 
Bartenders also have a ten-
- dericy to believe William has -
the world's gutsiest fake I.D. 
"Oh -and what will you be 
drinking this evening Mr. 
Shakespeare. Beat it punk." 
· One might expect a genuine 
Shakespeare to have a leaning ._ 
towards literature and a yearn-
ing to write feature articles for 
The New Hampshire, known 
for.their poetic tum.of phrase. 
"No, no," says Shakespeare. 
"We're hying to diversify the 
lineage. We've already proved 
the literacy genius, now we're 
aiming to prove the chemistry 
genius." 
Gym class is hell for all 
young men, but for a young 
William Shakespeare it -con-
tained unique and painfu·l 
memories of ridicule. 
"On the first day of classes 
the teacher was asking us to . 
· give our names, so when it canie 
to my tum I said, 'William 
Shakespeare'. Nobody believed 
me. I took a lot of kidding ahd 
teasing." 
_ Name aside·, William 
Shakespeare is just like any 
other chemistry grad student. 
-He'll be the one mumbling· to 
himself in fong drawn out 
monologues, addressing -lab 
equipment in MacBethian style; 
"Is this a flask of hydrochloric 
acid facing me? It's long neck 
towards me?" 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 7 989 
. , 
. Mondays 7:30-8:00am, WUNH-FM .and the .STUDENT SENATE . 
. host an informal Talk Show fo~ussing or1pniversity and Community 
happe!lings. Any organizations interested' in participating/ contributing 
to the-show should contact Kevil} O;L~ary, Program Director, at 
862-2541._Space is limited, so schedule atime ·soon! 
Academic Senate-Open Meeting-
, Monday October -30, 4-6p~ Mc(:onnell 312 -
I• 
-PUBLIC HEARING FOR NEW HOUSING 
• ' I -, -
with Architects and Campus Planning , · 
-.. OPENTOALLt· 
·iBiooiiiii~L,uesday, October 24, 4:00pm . . 
iilliii~iiii erkshire Rm. in theN ew England Center . 
- --
Senate Meeting · concerning · New-HOusing 
I • ~ ,' , 
Thursday October 26 af 12!30 in McConnell 212 · · 
, BE THERE TO. VOICE YOUR CONCERNS ! 
BILLS PASSED 
XI~34: Be it enacted by_the -~.student-Senate of the University of New Hampshire to call on 
the Board of Trus,tees of the UniversitySyst~m not to exceed the approved tuition and ~ 
mandatory fee rate~ for the 1989~90 academic year. ·_ . '.i . _ , : _ _ _ . 
XI~35: Be it enacted by the. Student Senate of fhe University of New Hampshire\o approve 
" the Cool-Aid concept for the fiscal y~ar 1990-1991. · 
XI-3_6: Be it enacted by the Student Senate of the-UNiversity of New Hampshire to approve 
the New Hampshire c_on,cept for the fiscal year 1990-1991. · 
J - . lmnr;fllllll __ l!!!!llllllll'i _____________ lm!IIIBEll!I! _____________ : __ 
, PAGE .1-3 
I . 
_,/ - -
. Anyone interested in reviewing these concepts is welc~me to the Student Senate Omce in the MuB 
Questions? Comments? Call 862--J_ 494 
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Editorial 
New housing complex, should be canned 
Let's not mince words:. The new $18 
· million undergraduate Student Apartment 
Complex (SAC) is a piece of crap and should be ✓ 
junked before constiuetion even begins. 
The· whole idea has been a convoluted 
mess since its inception. Apparently, Skip 
De Vito; then-director of Campus Planning, came 
up with the idea for new housing . a few years· 
back, and looked at the spot .behind A-Lot as a. 
potential site. De Vito then left, and new campus 
planning head honcho Victor Azzi took over with 
tpe search. Eventually, . the location was 
narrowed to the A-Lot site, arid who should be 
a key employee for the architectural firm doing 
- preliminary studies on the site? Skip DeX_ito, of 
course. · 
And what should have been done before 
a site was decided upon? Should the people 
directly affected by the site, such as the people 
. in the equestrian program whose horse trails 
. would be lost, not to mention the entire student 
body, who this building is being built for, have 
been consulted? Not according to the thinking 
of Pres. Haaland last year., The plans were 
deposited onto campus last fall, surprising not 
only the students but the majority of the faculty 
and staff as well. After a huge backlash, Haaland 
agreed to reconsider the site of the complex. 
The Ad Hoc Site Review Committee was 
set up on Oct. 12 last year to do just that, and 
things looked promising, as the committee 
fnvo1vecl students as well as faculty and 
administration. But after considering several 
other sites, they, onDec.'15, arrived again at the 
original site proposed, with plans for a 600 bed 
complex: Everyone was temporarily pacified. 
Work with architects on the design of 
the buildings commenced in April, and on May 
12, recommendations from the New Housing 
Committee, a group -of nine with only two 
students, were · given to Dean Sanborn. Work 
with the architects continued over the summer. 
But Octol]er has brought with it some 
bad tidings, just as it did last year. It's been 
discovered that the land that was consideredto 
be the ideal site for the dorm is actually quite 
swampy. J11.e complex, originally envisioned as 
consisting of several low, sprawling buldings 
that would fit in well with the surroundings, is 
now slated to be fit into · a much smaller area 
because of the swamp land. , 
. As a result, the low buildings have been · 
replaced in the plans by three six-story, 70 foot 
high monsters. This seems to ·contradict the 
following excerpt from the-Oct. 14, 1988 The 
New Hampshire : "Haaland said there would be 
no high-rises built in this complex. 
" 'We don't want another Stoke Hall. I'm 
not going to support or participate in that:· " · 
Well, six stories is a high-rise by New 
Hampshire ' standards, and ·Haaland ·hasn't 
.· exactly been makng haste to divorce himself 
from the propdsal. ' · 
History aside, the proposal is seriously 
flawed for other reasons. The ~chitect's proposal 
as of October 12 of this year calls for mainly six-
1 person apartments, most of which will be sub-
divided into doubles. 'If you want to live with five 
other people, you could most likely rent a whole 
house in Dover for much less · than these 
Letters-
apartments . will cost. (According to Dean 
Sanborn: they will cost more thart the UAC.) The 
common ·area space (living room/ kitchen) for 
these six-person apar6nents is less than that 
for the four-person Undergraduate Apartment 
Complex. There is only one bathroom for the six 
residents. The way the proposal stands now, it 
is doubtful that six people could eat in the 
common area at the same time. Thc1.t's absurd. 
. And it is also absurd because of the sad 
economic situation the university is in. now. 
· Revenues for the state are down markedly, and 
UNH will soon feel the brunt of the burden. 
Cutbacks will be a way oflife next sem~ster. The 
future doesn't look any better., So what's the 
solution? Why, to take out an $18 million loan 
in order to buy a useless new apartment complex, 
that's what! 
. . The SAC isn't needed, and certainly isn't 
wanted. Avery optimistic outlook has the SAC 
paying for itself in 20 years, provided that 
enough students wanting to pay outrageous 
prices to live in sub-standard university hbusing 
fill the place ~P- , . -
· Changes are supposed to be made to the 
·proposal before it's unveiled a~ the Open. Foru~ 
today at 4:00 p.m. in the Berkshi,re Rm. of the 
New England CenJ:er. From there, it will be sent 
to the University Trustees. who will vote ·on the 
project this Saturday. 
The trustees. should see this proposal 
fo:r;what itis: a star-crossed waste ofdesperately-
needed money. This complex deserves to be 
demolished before construction even starts. 
Senate is gxr1 
To the Editor: 
As a thgd year Student 
Senator. I feel it is imperative 
that I write this letter to clarify 
some facts ·as stated in 
Jonathan Balley·s forum piece 
so cleverly ti,tled "Romper 
Room." I found an alarming 
number of fallacies which I plan 
to point out: 
program called FreshStart? Or 
wh~t about . planning self-
defense , programs and rape 
whis tie programs? · Or 
establishing an exchange 
pr9gram·with the Soviet Union 
and a First Year Course? And 
setting student fees and 
student organization budgets? 
Do these things sound 
insignificant? I highly doubt it. 
There was indeed a "peep from 
your st~den~ leaders"; you just 
didn't bother to listen. 
. The Senate did indeed 
work with the creators of the 
$~5 late fee-Did you know it 
was originally $75 and we 
reduced it?Whydon'tyou come 
to the "romper room" and tell 
others in the ere. But our 
noise level is not reflective of 
our produ.etivity level. 
"Contented children"? komper 
room"? . Cmne on Jonathan, 




Health and Human 
Jonathan, you say that 
we don't do anything for the 
privilege of putting Senate. on a 
resume~ This is · the biggest 
. fallacy of all. In addition to our 
regular, full-time 
undergraduate course load, 
Senators put in two office hours 
a week. ' one hour for ~ouncil 
work. at least two hours each 
Sunday for ~eetlngs, · and at 
least one hour outside of 
Senate. Six hours of doingwork 
outside 'of course work is quite 
a CQmmitment. A resume filler? 
I don ·t think so. 
You say· Senate "has ' 
done nothing of significance"; 
\Vhat do you consider 
significant?. Does standing up 
to President Haaland aboutthe 
new housing 'site ~ound 
significant? Or how about 
creating a freshman mentor 
I am personally 
annoyed by your bashing of the -
Speak Out, however, you are 
entitled to your own opinion. In 
planning the Speak Out, we 
.did what we thought was best 
to reach out to the university 
· community. If you . had . any 
ideas, why didn;t you come to 
the office and let us know? Our 
door is always open; that's why 
it's so noisy, maybe? Alsq. your 
. comment regarding · the . 
Women's Commission 
Coordinator position is based 
on pure ignorance. When the 
·position was cut, I personally 
spoke to the Commission to 
ask them what Student. Senate 
could do. Within one.month of 
o:ur meeting, the position was 
again put back into the budget. 
. Us your concerns. We aren·t 
mind readers and we don't 
always know what our 
constituents want. Come tell 
us personally before you 
publicly bash us. · 
And yes, we ARE 
studentleaders. We are elected 
by the student body aI)d we 
represent them. We are open to 
suggestions and inp1=c1t;. w~ are 
thefrvoice. We do have contact · 
with the student oo.dy; 
·residence halls, Greek houses 
and commu_ters , are 
proportionally represented. We 
. are not following - the 
Administration; in fact, we oft~n 
go head to head with them. We 
will give ourselves credit, 
Jonathan, we deserve it. 
And lastly, yes, maybe 
we are noisy at times. And yes, 
Itlaybe we do annoy . you and 
Services· Chair 
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University Forum 
I 
From Chocoru.a , 
by Marcy Bryant 
A kaleidpscope of nature's beauty far 
-below 
And the stroke of an artist ·in a sky of 
indigo· 
A c;risp 'cool wind breathes invigorating 
- scents 
Enveloping a world in autumn's timeless 
-vibrance. 
A quest of the spirit and a jo1:1mey in . the "' 
wake 
Relentless passing -of the season now to 
, abate 
Ahd wonder the thoughts, of another he 
~ speaks 
Touched by a tremor no picture could 
see. 
_ The child's innocence in the abounding 
. awe of the land 
A majestic beauty to capture; a 
persistence demands 
The ascent of native dwellers a_nd wisdom 
unmatched 
Engraved in the earth ... vision's 
portrayals unsurpassed. 
To remain as one with a high mountain 
top _ 
A world as never seen tests beneath this 
great 'fo·ck - . i , - i l 
And though others my venture to climb . 
this day 










What do you think? Do you disagree 
or agree with something in Jhis paper? 
On-campus? In the nation? Let 
everyone . know! Submit sqmething 
,to th,e Forum Page 9t room ·15,1 in the 
MUB. Please include name, major,year 
Ond phone numPer for veritiCation .. 
Marcy Bryant is ajunior rnqjoring in history I 
atUNH. 
l cat --
by John Kelley 
J:n The Wildcat the other night. the around when I need anything free like 
, reality of the place closing for good this - cheese but always being ready to take ~y 
upconiing I Friday hit me. arid I thought. money. 
about all the things l will miss about the Iwillmissthesignb,ehind thecounter 
~ place. - sfating · that anyone with a false 
I will miss them ~ giving -Irie three , identification will be liable for losses~ -Did 
. -paper napkins for two pizzas and .thr~e that really scare anyone c\lWay? 
: sandwiches. _ Then when yo1:1 try to get - · I will miss Steve's wife looking at my 
more, they look ~t you as,- if you are asking driver's license with a magnifying glass 
for something unreasonable. which made me feel guilty _, everytime I 
I will miss people staring at me as I wanted a beer. 
· -- - ,walk by the front of the place. - · _, I will miss Steve constantly to~rtng 
I will miss those hand cramps I have the place and gazing at the customers and , 
received from that hockey video game. Main Street. I can remember times when he 
I will miss Steve's (the owner) stylish would just sta:re at nothing on Main Street 
uniform. ,After twenty years of service. he forseeininglyminutes. What was he looking 
should donate those brown pants to The - atout ~ere? -
Wildcat Hall of Fame. _ I will miss St~ve clearing off my table 
I will miss eating off that excellent while I'm at .the bathroom .. 
· tin china. . - I will miss. most o( all. TIIE BEER! 
I will miss· Steve saying. "Huh". 
I will miss his empty tip mug. John Kelley is a sports editor for The New 
_- I will nuss the-employees never being Hampshire. -
\ 
~ 
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MASSAGE 
-continued from._ page 7 
HOMECOMING 
continued fro:m page l 
grow older," said she. "Does·the staff get tired?" I 
Touch-wise it also helps the asked. I would think they want 
child. They learn the impor- · their own backrub after the 
tance of the touching element; day is done. A brand new 
which ties (nto the communi- therapist is tired at first but 
cation factor~ according to once she gets use to it, she's · 
Kneeland. Touchingisastrong. alright, said Ms. Kneeland. 
source of communication. The Most staff members don't work 
earlier you teach someone more than three days a week so 
something the better they know they do get ·time to relax. 
how to do it. "Ws like teaching "I know there's been times 
a child a new language, they when I came home, soaked my 
incorporate fasterwhen they're feet and asked my son to rub 
young." me down ... he's good about 
-As for their clientele, it's that," she said. 
about 50 percent woman and -_ The therapists are required 
50 percent men. Most of the to receive one back.rub a week 
women and the men are mar- from other therapists in the 
rted. Those who work out at office. It's beneficial in a vart-
gyms around the area also come etyofways, she expressed. First 
for massages. The staff of five it helps them to relax. Sec-
handle approximately 30 to 36 ondly they get the chance to 
people a day. see and feel how other thera-
pists give backrubs. 
"'Ibatwaytheywon'tgostale that followed. Sigma Alpha 
with the sam~ routine," said Epsilon·(SAE) and Chi Omega 
Kneeland. F:-inally, the staff-, _won for their float which was 
gets closer to one another. "We a replica of of SAE's house 
learn to confide in each other complete with theyellowbrick 
and that way we're like family." road. Winner of the costume 
The business hours for contest was the 11n Man from 
Massage for Health are Mon- Alpha Tau Omega. 
day - Friday, 9 a.m~ to 7 p.m. · _ Both winners of the con-
and Saturday 9 a.m. to I p.m. tests were determined by a 
The cost for a one hour session panel of five Judges: Dean of 
is $35. Students J. Gregg Sanborn. 
Ms. Kneeland expressed Assistant Director of student 
that she hoped .her two-old- Activities Ann Lawing, 
year business will grow so that Parente, and UNH students 
she will have the chance to . Cindy Witte and Sally Lang. 
expand both at her present The pep rally /bonfire, 
location; in Dover's Belnap which took place at C lot.-
Medical Building, and in a new sparked up school spirit with · 
location. the marchingband~s rendition 
· "So far business is great . of "ltsy Bitsy Spider," poking 
and I'm positive it will only - fun at the homecom-ing 
grow and get better," she said. football rival_ the Richmond ,,1 don't want ,· 
a lot of hype. 
ljustwant 
something I 
can count on.,, 
Sornl' l< mg di:-;Lll1l'l' 
companies pn irni:-ic ~ t Jll 
the moon, hut \\·lw \( )LI 
really \\·ant is dcpcn~t-1hk. _ 
high-qmlity stn·ice. ·1 ·hJt',-; 
· 1'ust what rnu'll 0 et when 
... J r, 
mu choose AT&T Long 
Distance Service, at a ~ost 
that's a lot less than vou 
think. You can exped kw: 
long dis"tance rates, 2+hour 
operator assistance, cle:.ir. 
connections and immediate, 
credit for \\Tong numbers. 
And the assurance that 
· virtuallv all of vour calls ·will 
· go thro'ugh the first time. · . 
Thati the genius of the . 
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent 
Network. \ . 
_ When it's time to 
choose, forget the gimmicks 
and make the intelligent 
choice-AT&T. 
If you'd like to know 
1i1ore about our products or 
services, like hnernational 
Calling and the AT&T Cara, 
call us at 1 800 222-0300. 
--
AT&T 
The right choice. 
Spiders. , . 1 
Pep . rally speeches were 
presented by Kelly Jenkins, 
student activities coordinator, 
UNH Alumni Hank Sanders, 
Football Coach Bill Bowes and 
the co-captains of the football 
team, Will Tychsen and Matt 
Banbwy. . 
The bonfire, set up by 
residents of Alexander Hall, 
when lit was topped off-with a .. 
large symbollic Richmond 
Spider, the UNH Homecoming 
'89 rivals. 
As the sacrificial fire roared · 
and the spectators fed the 
blaze with small paper 
Richmond spiders; a slow 
chant grew among the crowd: 
"U-N-H, U-N-HI" 
The UNH crowd was also 
fained by WERZ radio; 
Many speetators 
interviewed discussed their 
. attendance was for "soc;ial 
reasons." 
"I think if the weather had . 
been better, there would have 
been even more people here," 
one student said. - ~ 
Jenkins expressed similar 
· feelings, "This is the best 




from pageh l .c 
ings on the campus. Certainly 
the height and the cost are 
both issues that deseIVe expla-
nati9n. There are other things 
like the size, locatic;m, and the· 
character of the s_ite,.' Height° is 
only one cqnsideration," he 
said. 
According to Azzi. · the new 
complexis designed to be sen --
sitive. to all those things that 
Stoke is not._ , 
"'Ihe new SAC is designed 
to fit within its site, within its· 
context constrained by the 
available , site size; but excep-:- · 
tiopally sensitive to the tall trees -
and natural . character of"the 
site, -the ·relationship to · the 
campus, and the campus arc_hi- . 
tecture," said Azzi . . "The Uni-
versity is not bound by any 
zoning restrictions but we try 
to have everything we -do-be 
consistent with . tae needs· of 
the town." 
Since the October 11th 
meeting, when the cost of the 
preliminary new SAC design 
was estilp.ated at $20 million, 
Sasaki· Associates have been 
reworking the plans to fit into 
the budget set by the state c1t 
$18 million. 
This Saturday, the trus-
tees will be going over revised 
designs from Sasaki Associates 
in efforts to reach an agree-
ment concerning an acceptable 
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Arts and Entertainmenct 
Homecoming Benefit Concert Sells-Out 
Th·e· N6tables On-d Gentlemen ·co·ntinue with-- their traditio·n 
By Laura A.. Deame . 
A ·_, homecoming togetheras 13voices,especially by Lisa Wentz, and $oft Cell's particularly strong basses and ,· contrasted by the choir-like 
tradition ha_s ~en started at with the complex background "Tainted Love" sung ·by coy choreography. · baclc up from the Gents. ·The 
UNH,anditdoesn'teveninvolve work on the previous two Stephanie Pappas started a Alan Ammann, this effectwasb;lcrediblyfunnyand 
football. ' numbers. crescendo of strong numbers - yearts new musical director, well-done, ·arid Ertlfs strong 
I, of course, speak of Hannah · Crosby . that finished up with Pat once again ama,zed us with his voice will surely take him far, 
theanmialNHGentlemen/NH provided the comicreliefofthe Benatar's -.. Shadows of the· patter-song __ , "Elements," with the group. 
Notables homecoming concert, evening wUh her portrayal of Night" sung by Kathy Savage, complete with a_§traight lace Final · great numbers • 
and last Saturday night at . the mad scientist in the next and the eloslng , "Kiss her and unfalteting tongife, ·• · wete "When I F~lln Love," and 
Jobnson Theatre, . these number . ~Monster Mash." . Goodbye," led by Jennifer- - · Jeff Carlson told the Dire Straits· "Walk · of Life," 
amazing performers brought a Crosby came on stage, Smaha. By the thunderous funniest Joke I've heard' in a which led totheertcorenumber 
sold-out house to their feet. -'resplendent in a fright wig and . applause, it was elearlyevident long time for the group's next ·· "Banquet Fugue," a hysterical 
- The Notables opened glasses; and dead-panned an tha,tthese women have formed . intro, which led · right µi the . portrayal ,- 6f a meal in a 
· the.concert,• a vei:y sleek and entire ghc;mlish narrative, a highly polish·ed grnup. · ~agle's hit "I;>esperado." Dana restaurant, which was 
polished 1_3-member group• which ~as accompanied by Smaha, their director for the· PhUbrick'ssoloonthisnumber complemented by hilarious 
dressed · to the hilt in . black some particularly fine-dancing past two years, has provided makes it one of · the group's · musical complaints by Mike , 
·_ velvet and bright satin. Cheryl by-- · · . an ,, · · anohynious the Notables . with sqme },>est; and _the ._hushed llghting'. Pearson. . . . . -
George, one of this year's new Frankenstein. amazing m_usic, · and - their ,.andbe,autifulbackgroundwork Ammann led the solo 
Notables, provideda.strong-S0lo The set rolled on, with performance Saturday night ·_ totally mesmerized the for "Still the One," the final 
to the group's rendition of the stunning versions of "Please" was · not one ~p be missed_. audience. number for the evening, a 
GeorgeMichaelhit"Faith." This and "Who Are the' People in The New Hamshire The set progressed polished farewell for a terrific \. 
open:~rwassungwiththespirlt YourNeighborhood." The latter Gentlemen started the se:cond thrm,1gh a great version of concert. 
and sex-.appeal · only the -was complete•with ·home-made half of the concert with their , ~ckle-Trlckle," moving up to Did you show up for the 
Notables could be ·capable of. verses by.the Notables, poking crowd-pleasing . "Up the a comic crescendo with "King concert? Then you know what 
The Notables moved fun at Karl's Lunch Truck, Ladder, .. with seasoned soloist Alcohol," the Genpemen 's I mean when I say these two 
smoothly through ·' their set, Domino's Pizza Deliv~ry. -and Mike Pearson up front. . The temperance song, which -was groups are probably the. best 
next presenting a version ofthe fire alarms. Geritleinen clearly have not lost , :performed complete with flasks musical aspect 'of this campus. 
Crosby, Stills and • Nash hit Christine Lovely any of their energy or appeal,1. and · amazingly . :realistic If you for some strange reason 
.. Love the One You're With." .. provided·· a clear. strong, and and looked temfic with ;their drunken ~personatlons: missed it,. you fo~.ve another _ 
soloed by JUI Johnston, ·and . sexy solo for "The Lion Sleeps blue blazers.and cute·smlles. ~ -· - .· Erik Noyes, ·new this cnance. BoththeNotablesand . 
the Heart smash ~Alone," led Tonight," which was aided by . ·JohnPerronecameup . year·to\th¢ Cents, provided' a · the Gents ,, have .·a ·concert 
' by Lisa Mazzotta. I .was - una~ashedJungle noises from frontnexttoblesstheao.dience greatsol~·:for."MyBestFriend's . c~:nmng·-up ih December. See 
particularly struck by. the . the Notables. _ with his: solo for· "Naturallyt Girl," witQ. -all the appeal of a _you there: · 
s~~n~ of,the group to work -~.,-- Yaz's "OnlyYo!-1,"sung whieh:1:w~s : J:>a:Gk.ed ': up , .by . lov~e> lorn / stid'er '-d ude , · .· .,, - : 
·':t;~ ~_:"' t;\·:, ,e:·'::' ,; .• ~ , ;°\ '. -~'#'.:s,· _:1 •~ ~- _''!; • :':'' ,-,..::.:-'~ ·1,; ?. __ ..,.~ ,:. .,.. ( · . __ c,-.,:,;;.,_,,, icJ.;. ,. cc,. 
'. · , Livingston Taylor played piano, ·guitar, an~ banjo to a sold out crowd la~t fi1~,y,plght. 
His performance brouht a standing ovation by an enthusiastic crowd, some 'of,~l_>;o:~ \~~~o~ 
·-outside on the balcony of the Granite State Room-in the RAIN!! (Photof>y:-~ ~~:wyer) 
Brave and· Crazy . 
Eth,etidgei s new all?utn C 
byJ.W.Mo~ 
You might not have ·•mission to find o~t who that 
been surprised to discover that was: Melissa Etheridge. . 
an artist who grew up_ in . She's Just:released her 
landlocked Kansas __ would follow-up to last year's sleeper 
," release "Bringme some.water" . debut.. The .work's entitled 
as her first single. But you Brave And Crazy, recorded in 
might have been surprised by_ - Justsevendays(her~ebuttook 
the singer's · intensity in that · four) between to~s. There are ~ 
song: thewaysbewrungevery . · no o.ve~dubs or· executive 
bit of saturated intent from the producers this : time around. 
opening lines sung ominously ~e work is more eohesive _ if 
marestrainedhush. Running ·somewhat derivative: the 
beside the voice is the urgent, omnipresent gear-shifting of 
dampened strumming of a . the vocali:; and clutch 
· tweJ.ve,st:rtng Ovation. All of a instrumentation; The same 
sudden there'sarest, thenjust . ~cal groµnd -is treaq: · love-
her voice, filled with venQm, . sex relationships . . 
muttering "some other woman · . I've read · som_ewhere 
is making love to you." Before that one's identity is ~.ubmerg~d 
you c;an look away you're ~arelatiohsliip. 1 can'tbeli~ve _ · . 
galvanized by the rush of the . Ms. Etheridge has experienced 
-chorus and .. its· ,cascading this phenomena. Whether it's 
rhythms · on which this voice because she's got a tchrome'." 
skitters feverishly. Wl.il!e you're plated heart"-or her lov,(! is only 
- trying to- catch up -with this "skin deep" I'm not sure. I do 
consciousness streaming, knowthaUn all the work she's 
, which you do by grabbing hold produced so far she seems on a 
of the protruding line "can't . quest for honesty .. whether in 
: • you see it's out of co9-trol" and herself or in the fovers she 
.cl:lnging·to it, which meanwhile · beseeches in her songs_. Her 
is slipping away - you hear the gut perspective on relationships 
ffi\lSiC slowing to a gurgle and a is appealing. sun. I wish she 
voice rising above the sound of . would· branch out musically a 
your heart pounding in you.:_ little in the future. Jus!_picking 
ears sp~ttng out"sweet Devil's · up a new influ~nce would do it. 
got my soooouL" And before · Playing_·· with different 
, th~ song has ¢ven faded your · · 
· ~ubconseious has put you on.a ~r.-ve_ page ._18 , 
' ' , . 
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The Waterboys at the Orpheuin 
· Touring for Fisherman's Blues, they emerge with their own sound 
by Marc A. Mamigonian 
The Waterboys rocked · only song on which Scott played 
and gigged to a full house electric guitar, and only then 
Sunday night at the brpheum, for a solo at the end), '"When 
deftly mixing originals, Irish Will We Be Married?" "W~Will 
dance tunes, and. covers. The Not Be Lovers," and the uplifting 
Mike Scott led band is touring, title . track; a hynin to 
·ostensibly, in support of last ·-
year's sublime Fisherman's 
• t:.. . Blues album, but the 
.._~ - Waterboys never seem to do · 
anything on schedule, anyway. 
The Waterboys have 
changed a great deal since they 
emerged out-of the post-punk, 
post-newwav,e Irish rock scene. 
Their first two . albums (both 
fabulous) are steeped ih · U2 
influence, .their third, This Is · 
the Sea, showed them leaning 
in a Dylan-ish direction, and 
their fourth, and most recent, 
Fisherman's Blues, is ajoyous 
1 
blen,d of their own sound, 
Rolling Thunderera Dylan, and 
Irish folk. 
The band kicked off, 
appropriately, as it turned out, 
with a cover, "In Search of the 
· Rose." The followed it with-
guess- another cover, a spirited 
trip through Dylan's "Girl From 
the North Country." Finally, 
the kicked into Fisherman's 
Blues ' "Strange Boat.•" Other 
selections from this album 
independence. 
The Waterboys only 
occasionally dipped back into 
pre.:.Ftsherman's Blues 
material, for a couple tunes· 
from This Is the Sea- "'Old-
. included the lovely . "When Ye 
Go AVyay, • boozy ,raves of "Has 
Anybody Here Seen Hank?" and 
"Aod a Bang On the Ear" (the Mike S
cott of the Waterboys. 
(Photo by Ed Sawyer) 
·"How many people were at Livingston Taylor?" 
"Oh about 600 or so." 
"Too bad there wasn't a review In the paper." 
, ·write for The New Hampshire 
Brave pg 17 
musicians would also suffice, 
as the appearance ofU2's Bono 
on the new work's toµr de force · 
"Royal', Station 4/ 16" attests 
to. She's already very 
accomplished, but she I;ias the 
talent to incorporate new styles 
and still keep her audience. 
· l3ecause there's a time to find 
her niche, UkeTracyChapman, 
and there's also a time to 
become a legend, · like Joni 
Mitchell. 
England," '"Whole of the Moon" -
and only one from the first two 
albums, a sped up reading of 
"'APaganPlace, "which sounded 
more celebratory than 
accusato:ry. 
· The covers were 
revealing; In addi~ion to "Girl / 
From the North Country," Scott 
romped through one of Dylan's 
obscure gems, Blood On the 
Tracks' "Buckets of Rain." Also 
a highlight was Van Morrison's 
"'Sweet Thing" intertwined with 
the Beatles' "Blackbird," as 
done on the Fisherman's Blues 
record~ Obviously Bob and Van 
are big influences on Mike . 
Scott, as is Hank Williams; the 
show concluded with Williams'· 
"Lost Highway." 
The more heavily Irish · 
tunes were well . within the 
access of a relatively uninitiated· 
listener such as myself. I don't 
know much about Irish music, 
but they set my foot-a-tappiil,' 
so, good enough. 
The Waterboys, unlike 
fellow Irishmen U2, are 
fortunate to be able to chahge 
styles .and be adventuresome 
both on record and in concert. 
Whereas most so-called "fcllls" 
flipped out at U2 doing things 
even slightly out of the ordimuy 
on Rattle an.d Hum, The 
Waterboys evolve and hope 
folks come along for the ride. 
It's worthwhile; rhe Waterboys 
conUnue to be one of the more 
il).teresting bands out there, 
and certainly one of the most 
true to themselves._ 
We Need You 
We are looking for a few "Interested 
writers. 
Please help make your fel-
low students aware. of enter-
taining ev:ents that you have 
been to, on-campus or off. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1989 
''This is going to be a, bt.e~ze.'}? 




Great back-to-school prices on PS/2's . 
. J\lst in time. You-~an-p-ick -u1i a1f IBM-~Personal ~ystem/2® with easy-to-use software 
loaded and _ready to go. And best of all,you get it at a special low-ha~k-_to-school price. 
· And that's not all.-When you buy the PS/2,®_ you can get a great low price on 
PRODIGY,® the exciting new, shopping, information and entertainment computer 
service. Start this sen.ester up and running with a PS/2 at a low, low price~ -
PS/2 Model 30 286-lMb mem-
ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor, 
on~ 3.5 11 diskette drive (1.44Mb), 
20Mb fixed disk drive, IBM 
Mouse, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft® 
Windows/286, Word 5.0,* 
hDC Windows Express:~1 
hDC Windows Manager TM and 
hDC Windows Color TM · 
$2415 
w.~r:· ..... -...... ........... .. _·::;==~~~~· 
.:'? 
:::,; 
PS/2 Model 50 Z-lMb mem-
ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor, 
one 3.5 11 diskette drive (1.44Mb), 
30Mli fixed disk drive, Micro 
Channel™ architecture, IBM 
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,· - · 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft 
Windows/286, Word 5.0,* Excel,* 
hDC Windows Express, _ 
hDC Windows Manager and 
hDC Windows Color $2935 
/ ' 
. PS/2 Model 55 SX-2Mb L ,em-
ory, 8038pSX™ (16 MHz) pre, - _ 
cessor, one 3.5 11 diskette drive · 
(l.44M~), 60M~ fixed disk driv, ', 
Micro Channel architecture, IB11 
Mouse, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft · 
Windows/386, Word 5.0,* Excel,* 
hDC Windows Express, , 
hDC Windows Manager and ,, · 
hDC Windows Color $
3675 
-For Purchasing Information Please Contact: 
The University Technology Center 
Room 14A, Thompson Hall 
. (603) 862-1328 
=~:: ==® - --- --- -- - ---- - - --------·
* Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Modei 8530-E21, 
8550-031 or 8555-061 on or before October 31, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax,.handling and/or processing qharges. Check w,ith youf 
institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice. 
IB.M, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks, and Proprinter and Micro Channel are trademarks, of International Business Machines Corporation. PRODIGY is a 
registered trademark of Prodig~ Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. hDC Windows Express, hDC . 
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University Comics-
SUPf:RGUY · "A BONNY BEGINNING" Part Sof s . by Kurt £. Krebs 
lIST£N OP CHUMP, NO'J 
THAT SlJf'ERGOY IS GONE. \JE 
HAVE TO GET A F'EW THINGS 
STRAIGHT. ONE, !'M NOT 
GOING TO 8£ YOUR PET. 
TWO, SOMETHING JS GOING 
TO HAVE TOBE DONEABOfJT 
ALL OF THI-S LIBERAL JVNK 
INFESTING MYNE.W ROOM. 
}-fACKS HALL 
IT WA5 A DARK AM D 
s P<JfXY Nl'"Hf WHEN 
MORTON 'DERRY 
RE'ALJSED THAT- THERE' 
WAS SOMETHING-
PEE.RING- VOWN;' J-J£ 
SAW THE MOST AWFUL) 
H{DECJU~ H0RRJ8LE 
BLATHE"R SKITE He 
HAD EVER SEEN/_/ 
UNDER His BUNK BED ... ~~--,r--t---""j:--g--;r-t 
. KaRipus Kom1x 
UNt-1 HOMECOMING 
Her', WNO AR.E ~ _ 
~ -ro /3E. t r116 
WICJ<Eft . WtTCJ-1 OF 1HE 
WE-51'? 1-/AU-J/tlU- HO-HO 
HEE. -HEE I ' W}IR( II OWl/!J~ 
~1UPID MASK,HtlH·.HAHl 
MISTER BOFFO 
by Joe Martin 
C) 1'l89Tllt:1Un•Medl•Sertlc:u,1nc 
All RlQhll ReMr"Hd 
#JI) FINALLY NIK, I TU[NK 
IT .IS A80VT17M£ TAAT YOU 
G£T YOURS£LF A HAIRCUT~ . 
BY . J.OHN H1RTLcl • 
b.y Rick Sawyer 
I 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24, . 1989 
Comics· 
'Death in 9-feaven - 'Ifie Media Clii[a -----------------
N dw, I'VE TO/..lJ THIS ART;i!ST . 
0Nc£ ... ~.r ME'AN REP,£ATEDLY THAT 
HE CAN>ICJT GO rRoUND Mrs- , 
LEA DTNG fvtE •• • ,. I MEAN ALL 
1HOSE PIMP-LING YOUNG MIND5I 
5MALL WONDER HE HA5 TO HIDE • .. 
BEHIND 7HE CbNSTITtJTION. HI5 
COMIX HARDLY MEETS MY,. •• .I 





Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions -
at Northeastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate 
degree programs in the areas of, Counseling Psychology. Students 
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced-
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree. · 
All counseling cours~s are taught by licensed psycholo-
gists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participation. 
The curriculum includes analytic~ and theoretical courses as 
well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work, 
all programs include applied experience in a supervised 
clinical environment. . 
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate 
Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to 
Graduate. School, Boston=Bouve College of Human Development 
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 
Boston, MA 02115. 
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RA@€ 22 
FOR SALE: SLEEP /SOFA AND 
LOVESEA1R NEUTRAL COLOR 
BEST OFFER 659-6757. 
· Movingto California Sale! Antique 
Dre~serwith large lead glass mirror, 
$75. Full-sized futon and hardwood · 
frame, $ 100 . . Yamaha FG 110 
· gui~, $75. Professional gym mat, 
1 5'x6', $25. Office swivel chair, $15. 
Small file, $20. Typing table, $10. 
Padded chairs, $5 each. Camp cot, 
$1 (). and Miscellaneous. 679-8362. 
1975 Volvo Wagon 160 K. New 
transmission and most major parts. 
Solid and reliable. Moving t9 
California. Must Sell. $500 firm. 
.~ 679-8362. 
HONDA ACCORD $965.00. AIR 
CONDITIONING, NEW BRAKES, 
GOOD BODY, EXTRA TIRES. 742-
5197 EVES. 
1984 SUBARU GL-10 STATION 
WAGON FWD. 5-SPD. ALL 
OPTIONS. NO RUST. GREAT 
CONDITION THROUGHOUT. 
ASKING 442p0 OR BEST OFFER 
868-5122. 
[HE NEW .tfAMP§H(R§ [U€§QA¥, 99[9§EB 24,· 1989 · 
Classified-
Office Work Need.ed. One UNH 
• College Work Study position 
available at the Social Securj.ty 
office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays 
$6.00 per hour. Ap.pllcants must 
be approved for College Work Study 
by UNH. Call 433-0716 and ask for 
Mr. White. · 
Are you looking for· extra income 
this semester? We have part time/ 
full time sales positions available. 
Call 7 43-3261 after 5 p.ni. for 
details. 
.Work Study\ Job-Exeter Public 
Librai:y. $6. per hour, shelving, 
shelf reading, · and other tasks. 
· Contact the · UNH Financial Aid 
Office for More Info. 
I 
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-$2000 
mo. Summer, Yr. · round, All 
countries, All Fields. Free info. Write 
IJC, PO Box 52-NHO 1 Corona Del 
. Mar, CA 92625. 
Childcare Assistant wanted for 
after.:.school program in a 
Montessori school in Stratham. 
Gre-.it learning opportunity! Work-
study position; $5.50/ht. Monday 
through Friday 3-5 p.m., flexible. 
Reply to The Cornerstone School, 
146 High Street, Stratham,- NH· 
03885; 772-4349. 
Male/Female Wanted! Space for . 
r~nt in Newmarket House, 2nd 
. semester and/ or summer. Low rent 
at $205 per month plus utilities. 
Roomy, cable Lv., on Kari-van _ 
route. No pets or smokers. Call 
Leslie or Abi at 659-2386. 
Roommate Wanted: female, non-
. smoker ,for sprtng semester. Own 
room, walking distance, great 
house, Must Seel Please call 868-
3890. 
Mature Housemate wan,tecl. 
Fantastic, large 4 bedroom 
farmhouse. 180 acres, woods, 
trails, pond. Large private bed.room. 
Available November 1. Only $175 
pet month. 679-8362. 
ATTENTION: GOVERNMENT 
HOMES FROM $1 (U-repair). 
· Delinquent tax property. 
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838- . 
8885 Ext. GH-18587 . 
APARTMENT FOR 
Downtown Durham . . Available 
Japuary 1, 1990 to May 1990. 10 
minute walk tq campus. 
Reasonable rent. Partially 
furnished. A must see. Please call 
Nancy or Chris at 868-1918 for 
more information. Available for 2 
persons. 
McGoogs - Congrats. for getting 
such a great l?ig sis! 
. ' 
Charla - Is Kathy there? Oops, 
sonyl 
I like you. a lot, an awful lot. 
. If I were to compare myself to any · 
good drunkard, it would be Lyndon 
Johnson. · 
Puddles - and you will be one by 
. this evening, I'm ·SU:rt!. Hope your 
- birthday will be as special as !pine 
was. No snurfing this time of year, 
though. LQve, the keeper of the 
mice. · 
Gail, you little red frreball, when 
ate you taking the plunge into the 
tainted world of journalism? · 
JAMAICA 'IS WHERE ITS ATIII 
Spend sprtng break soalting up the 
rays. Come to the MUB on Oct. 31 
to learn more or. call Kathleen at · 
868-2669 or Tim at 868-1103, 
Unique Gift! Songs custom written · 
and recorded for friends, loved ones. 
Excellent Quality. Rock, Counti:y, - EXCELLENTSUMMER&CAREER . NEWMARKET 2 BR, $480 per 
or Christmas Carol.' $29_95_ Call OPPORTIJN
illES now available . month includes Heat, off~street 
(603}569.-6157_ 
- for college student & -,graduates parking and is on the Kari-van. 
Frankie's Angels and Friends: Get 
ready for the most BODACIOUS 
Frank Fest yet in Frankie's Haunted 
Apartment!. T. Corso will wear his· 
Halloween G-strtngl J. Pisano will 
go as a drunk Mexican. Ole! -The 
Sausage Crew 
Hey Kell in Rm. 319 L - It's y~mr "Big 
Day" ... Ihopeyouhaveagreatone. 
Lots of love, your pal from Maine'. 
1979 CHEVETTE, BLUE 4 DOOR, 
WELL MAINTAINED, _$5.00 CALL 
868-1054. 
LAPJ'OP COMPU'IER: 2.enith Data 
Systems; 20 Meg Hard Drive, 640K 
RAM, 720K ~ 1/2" Floppy, 1200 
Baud Modem Backlift Hi Res (CGA) 
LCD Screen, Battei:y, AC Case with 
strap. $1895.00 (with Panasonic 
KXP1180 (new) printer and cable 
$2095.00) 
1976 Dodge Colt. MUST SELL. 
Good condition, runs well. 95K, 
minimal rust-just moved from 
Virginia. $350 or B.O. 659-5518. 
with Resort Hotels, Cruiselines, Please call 868-2281. 
Airlines, 
1
Amusement Parks, and 
Camps. For mo~re information and 
an application; write National 
Collegiate Recreation Service; PO 
Box 807 4; Hilton Head SC 29938. 
Female R~mmate for Rochester 
Condo, 1\voBedrooms, l l/2baths,-
frreplace, country setting, deck, 
yard, $350 per month includes 
utilities 332-5384, 659-5595. 
Hi. This is Jill Hamilton. _ I'm 21 
and yes my friends got me drunk! 
I'd like to take this moinent and 
thank each person who thought of 
me on my B-dayl Thank Youl I'd · 
SPRING BREAK 1990 - lndivi,dual · al Uk thank all th h 
· or studentqrganizati011 needed to ROOMMATES. NEEDED for large so e to . . ose w 
0 
promote our· Spring . B~ak trips . . .- rlverfront}ici~e 1h South ~iw!ck, __ ,;_ :~:i:-:;~i,~ar\~~;::;;11Ji:ri 
Earn money, free trtps and valuable ME. Fifteen rmnutes to UNH. $300/ . Thanks again! LOVE JILL · 
work experience. APPLY NOWIII month plus share in utilities. Call · 
Call Inter-Campus Programs: 1- 384-5981. ' 
800-327-6013. ------------
Accounting Students Association 
(ASA) meeting Oct. 3 i, 12:30- 1:30 
Artists Studio ... Portsmouth, Good pm, Rm 308 McConnell 
Light, High Ceilings, Well-Insulated 
(non-live in). Rent Negotiabie. Call: · To M&M and all the AXO sisters: 
436-7882- · We love you guys! Thanks f~r 
' lillllll!t ' ~~Jo~:~. the pledges of 
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED to earn 
big commissions and free trips by 
selling Nassau/Paradise Island, / 
Cancun, Jamaica and ski trtps to 
vr and CO. Call toll free 1-800-
.344-8360 or in CT call 203-967-
3330-for info. 
Professi~md Word Processing for 
your reports, documentatJon, -
manuscripts, t.hesis, etc. 
· Experienced, efficient, reason~ble 
rates, quick return: Call Flash 
Fingers(Janet Boyle) at 659-3578. 
T-shirts $10 and sweatshirts $22 · 
every Friday on Main St. or call 
Brian and Ray at Kappa $ig at 868-
9855 -
Are you CHEMICALLY 
DEPENDENT? You betl Come to 
Parsons Hall during NATIONAL 
CHEMISTRY WEEK and find out 
about your positive, constructive 
reliance on chemistry. Tues. Oct.31 
and Wed. Nov. I, 10am - 4pm; 
Evenings Mon. and Tues., Oct. 30 
&31, and Wed., Nov. I. Special 
chemical tricks and treats on 
Halloween night. The fun starts at 
7pml 
Give Kell a call at #7086 and wish 
her a very happy 21st birthday. 
Thanx. . . 
Yo McVic - Who's your buddy?! 
Sony about this weekend. PLEASE 
SMILE. Lovealways,·your grEEK 
gEEK 
Coffee Hous_e featuring women 
artists! Friday Oct. ,27 at 8:00pm. 
It's free!! · 
Tarot card reading will be done for 
$1 to benefit a local womens• 
shelter. The Notables ~d other 
will be pe'tforinirig . ""/· 
MOBILIZATION FOR WOMENS' 
LIVES . Nov. 12 Don't just hear it ' 
oh the ~ews - be there yourself. 
Buses leave from Durham. Fo~ 
info, call Evelyn at 862-5546 before 
Nov.I 
LAURIE, ~p,beep, bee-p .... "I don't 
know who I am· because you don't · 
know who you are either. Just Need transportation? 197 4 Datsun 
260Z $900 firm. Call Melissa al · 
868-7312 leave message on 
machine, will return call. 
AFREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING 
PLUS RAISI!; UP TO $1,700.00 IN 
ONLY TEN DAYS!lt Student -
groups, fraternities and sororities 
needed for marketing project on 
campus. For details plus a FRE~ 
GIFf, group officers .call 1-800-
950-8472. 
Gai~, no forget it. PHISH CONCERT Nov. 2 8:00pm , 
in the Granite State Rm - .-MUB. . 
wanted to say HI and tell you: to 
stay unstressed!! Do not let those 
trial blues get you down. Hey -you 
Going to San Fransisco? l-way Disabled male in . search of a 
ticket to SF on December 19. $70 personal care assistant. Pay$6.25/ 
or best offer; 868-7312. Melissa. _ hr. flexible hours, for more info. 
call 868"' 1986 and please leave 
35MMPentaxK1000. Ideal starter. 
Includes zoom lens, flash; bag, cap 
keepers, lens-care kit and morel · i]I■g,&:111 11 
· Leave message. 7 43-5949. · 
. New 2 bedroom apartment. I 1/2 
84 GMC S-15 pickup, standard baths,washer -di:yerhookup.Large 
transmission, 4 Cyl, 64K miles; kitchen with range, refridgerator, . 
Just tuned, AM/FM Cassette, dishwasher. Passive solar, 
$2500. 868~2322. woodstove, free firewood, · el~tric 
_____________ _ backup. Large fenced yard, lovely 
FOR SALE: 1980 Chevy Monza · wooded setting, No smoking, no 
Sedan, Good Condition, Automatic pets. $695 pei- month. Ten miles 
The · Senate Boat ,Race King doth · Come dance to blues, rock, funk 
live again, reborn in the bowels of . jazz ... and support several campus 
N.icks and Glory Daze. Maybe this · organizations. An excellent band 
time he will show me something. from' UVM who have played in 
Hi Jon- Jus' me again. Writer's 
block. sorry. I tried. OK? I 
· T~ED.love ME. always ME, and 
,forever, ME. 
Sharinon- oh baby, let me talk to 
you in my Satanic voice! fove ME. 
Bob:- real funny. ME 
MAKRJS-Let's do. itl AGI 
Boston, NY City and morel! 
Advance tickest $5 at the . MUB 
Ticket Office and $6 at the door. A 
dancing bashingly fun time not to 
be missed!! Sponsored by the New 
Hampshire Outing Club. 
ADOPTION: Educated farm couple 
offers . newborn love, stability, 
wonderful life, Expesnse paid. Call 
collect Susan and Alan - at 802-
592-3384 
T-shirt for $10 and sweatshirts 
AM/FM cassette stereo. Contact we~t _of Durham . . 94~-5427.) 
Deb at 207-646-9162. · 
, We miss the Froggae. Katy please $22. SeeRayorBrianatKappaSig 
ROOMMATE .WANTED FOR come back-· UNH isn't the same or go to table on Main St. every 
SPRING SEMESTER, 1989-90 IN without you! Love Birdae and . Friday 1981 D~tsun Wagon. Good running 
condition-32 MPG on highway. 
passes inspection- No work needed. 
$6.50, Ron, 335-3613. 
FURNISHED ,. DOVER HOME . . Monkae. -------------
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY 
- READING BOOKS! $32,000/year 
income potential. Details: 602-838--
8885. Ex. BK 18587 
IF YOU KNOW WORD 
PROCESSING, WORD PERFECT, I 
HAVE A JOB FOR YOU! 1YPING 
. FROM TAPES AND WRITTEN 
PAPERS FOR A TI-IESIS PAPER 
$4, 75 ·PER HOUR PLEASE CALL 
868-5096. 
PRIVATE BEDROOM; SHARE 
- KITCHEN, LIVING ROOM, DEN 
WITH 4 .COLLEGE, STlJD~NTS. · 
RENTCHEAPIIIPLEASECALL 743-
0906. , 
Roommate wanted for spring 
semester. Female, non-smoker. 
Excellent · location on campus. 
Private bt;droom ·in furnished 
apartment with 4; college students. 
. Call 868-1559. 
Roommate, Port~mouth, non-
smoker, no pets, clean, res~nsible, · 
stud~nt or pfofessionai for in-'-town- · 
roomy· home on Karivan. C~ll for _ 
detalls after 5:00 p.m:, 436-0688. 
· To the second-year girls & D. We're 
Bob -who said the senate was a f- always on the guest list. We should 
ing joke? dip more _ often! Sat. nite- was 
Stu, you're a good time. 
Emma C. - We miss Fozzie Bear. 
Maybe this weekend, huh? Love, 
Kristi and Maria. -
Stiles - No more funnels! - Kristi 
Hunter Hall is, # 1 
Marc af!d Bob ~ ~ _. hailstorm'.s a 
comirfll 
No, you're·a: really good furie. 
awesome. Love, , S; 
HELPI Ride needed to U~NE ~t 
Orono or COLBY or anywhere 
between. Weekend of Oct. 27-29. 
Call Keny at 862-4142 -
TRAVELING TO 'FRAMINGHAM, 
MA AREA for the weekend of Oct· 
27-29? 
Need a ride-there, only. Right off ~f 
.Rte. 495 41 Southboro: If you can 
-help; please call Melinda at . 862-
7955 - please le~ve message! 
finally got your name in the paper! I" 
- - HOBOKEN PUDDLE QUEEN -
ANDY, HEY YOU LITI'LE CUTIEI 
Thanks for a fantastic month! I 
knew 6 days irito _this relationship 
that things were going to be great, 
butthanksfortheexitsignanyway. 
I do not think I'll need itl - RAE 
BECKY - Remember, you mean 
more to. me thari ELTON JOHN or 
RASBERRY PIE and ! ne¥er want 
anything to get in the way of thatlll 
· You're an awesome roomiF, and I 
love yalll - KRISTIN _ . . 
Hey UNHI Come to Jamaica for 
Spring· Break! Don't be fooled by 
cheap .imitations! Call Kirstin and 
Renee at 86-8-2177. Operators are 
· standing by! 
JOIN THE PRO-CHOICE 
MOVEMENT in' Washington with 
thousands of-other Americans on 
Sunday Nov.12. Buses will leave 
from Durham . CALL EVELYN at 
862-5546 fopr more inf9. 
BUSINESSADMIN. MAJORS-GET 
AHEAD! Start earning'$$$ and 
credits while establishing a 
potentially full-time jobl Call Field 
Experience at 862-1184. Job # 
89096A 
_J 
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·. IT'S ·. FREEi IT'S FUNII IT'S 
ENTERTAINMENT!! And all the· 
caffeine you could ever want! It's 
the . WOMENS' . ARTISTS 
COFFEEHOUSE! Come to the 
-Devine Niche, 8pm Friday Oct. 27 
for a terrific evening of coffee, 
w:omen, and song! 
· pick iip : drunk, geeky Stg-Ep 
brothers and watch people turn 
left .. Yeah!! HAPPY 2 lstll Love ya 
tons, someone yoµ'll never see in 
tight jeans. 
Congratulations to the Hotel 403 
class for their Homecoming Dinner. 
Sat. night. A job well donell - A 
Hey all you 667s, ya bunch of ,_ satisfied customer 
. Gourmet Geeks! 'We ai-e going to 
kick but on this test dinner. We 
will pull together and put it on. I . 
think you guys a~ awesome. Love 
ya like a big dog, Leanne. 
Attention Willia~n HaHI Don't 
, forget the fabulous Drink - Out on 
Friday, Oct 27. Throw a pie at an 
RA! Be there!! , 
Williamson 3CI Guys, I know I 
don't tell you enough, but I_ think 
you're all awesome. Love Leanne -
ox. 
_L.D. - - - you sexmonging, 
-animalistic- wench... let's drink 




Crisis Pregnancy Center 
FREE &. CONFIDENTIAL 
• pregnancy testing 
• cot,truellng & Information 
• pracrlcal support · We Care! 
HOfLINE 749-4441 
90 Washington Street 
Suite 306 B, Dover, NH 
ESSAYS & 
.REPORTS 
-19,278 to choose from - ali subjects 
rder Catalog Today witl:l Visa/MC or COD 
800-351-0222 
in Cali f. 121 3) 477-8226 
. Or, rush $2.00 to: .Ess~ys & Reports 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Custom research also available-all levels 
Term Paper 
TitneAgain? 
Avoid the d rudgery of constant 
re-typ ing a nd ed iting ... :ind re nt 
an Apple Mac in tosh '" .comp uter. 
It's afforda ble (as litt le as S5.':i(1 
per day* l. Ir's fas t. 
And it's ea.-:y. St> 
say good h y<: to 
li q uid pa pe r --
rent a Mac fro m 




Hewitt .Hall, Durham, NH 
862-2140 
HiEllenl Wow,you'renotrhyming 
names yeti Now where is that list? 
I'm always here just in case to 
save you from powerful puddles! 
Love yal Risa . . P.S. What does 
that key go to? · 
To the three hot (but abusive ) 
men in Apt. 5 at 4 Old Landing! I 
want my roomates back! (You'll 
just . have to live with only cats 
under your couch). Love, R - the 
one who hits hard. P.S. You with 
the red(bl&nde?) hair, watch it with, 
. that bike! 
HAPPY 2-,lst BIRTI-IDAY BABYII 
Love, The New Hampshire Staff. 
Dave at ATO - the closet Rici.{ 
. Astley fan- Come-Visit anytime, -we 
promise to return your · Tiffany 
album and we'll always save some 
popcorn for you (spray buttered). 
Love, E,R,K,A P.S. Lenowillalways 
be before Letterman! 
WILDCAT is closing - so don't miss 
the iast SENIOR night at Wildcat 
,Tuesday 
· Oct. 24 at 9pm. Specials- for 
seniorslll 
Hey Keil. in Room 319L - It's your · 
"Big Day" ... I hope you have a great 
one. Lot's of love; your pal from 
Maine · 
IT WILL BE. TI-IE EDUCATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE OFYOURLIFETIMEI 
Be in Washington on Nov.12 for 
the Pro-Choice March. Buses 
leaving from Durham. Call Evelyn 
. by Nov. 1 at 862-5546 for info. · 
Hey UNHI Come to Jamaica for 
Spring Break! Don't be fooled by 
cheap imitations! Call Kirstin and 





~ · GOro omcm ' 
~ . TRAINING SCHOOL · 
·. • Put your college . 
' degree to work in the Air 
Force Officer Training School. 
Then, after graduating from 
Officer Training School, become a 
commissioned Air Force officer 
with great starting pay, comp·lete 
11,1edical and dental care, 30 days 
of vacation with pay per year and 
management opportunities. Learn 
if you qualify for higher education 






--:::~. =--~F' : > 
· "I wasn't rubbing 
it in-I just wanted 
Eddie •to know . 
the score of 
last nights game." 
Go ahead and gloat. You can 
rub it in all the way to Chicago 
with AT&T Long Distance Service. - . 
Besides, your best friend Eddie 
was the one who said your team 
could never win three straight. 
So give him a ·call. It costs a 
lot less than you think to let him 
know who's headed for the Playoffs. 
Reach out anq touch someone~ 
If youtl like to know more about 
AT&T products and services, like 
International Calling and the AT&T 
Card, call us at 1800 222-0300. 
AT&T 
The right choice .. 
' 
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it wi{{ 6e ready wfien you arrive! 
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For Prompt Deliveries ... call ... 868-2224 
From 5:00pm to· Glose. 
. f . 
Hockey East Preview · 





Week Of: SEPT. 26 
(Seventh place) 
Poor Lowell. Just afew 
years ago they qualified for the 
. NCM Tournament and now · 
they are defe.nding Hockey East 
cellar dwellers. _No team is · 
happier about the addition to 
Merrimac than Lowell, as 
Merrimac will inherit the final 
spot in league standings. 
· The Chiefs are in a 
rebuilding process, with several 
promising recruits coming. The 
teams strength will be in net 
with sophomore Mark Richards 
U-12-1, 5.42) between the 
pipes. Any team that points to 
a 1-12-1 goaltender · as its 
strength is in trouble. Lowell is 
doomed. 
MERRIMACK-
Humm ..... Merrywhat? 
Merrimack . will join the 
Minnesota Timberwolves and 
Orlando Magic as new edition / · 
teams with truly no chance of 
winning much. The Warriors 
. ha,ve had past success in 
Division · 2 hockey and even 
reached the quarterfmals of the , 
NCAA Tournament ·in 1986. 
Still, they ·will have exclusive _ 
rights to the league basement , · 
this year. 
PRESENTED 
BY Name; Stacey Gaudette 
Sport; Field Hockey 
H A Y D E N 
SP OR . TS 
Junior goalie Stacey Gaudette had an 
outstanding game, Saturday, as she led 
the Wildcats to their biggest win of the 
season. Gaudette paced UNH to a 5-1 win 
over the nations· fourth-ranked team, 
Penn State, as she made 1_2 saves and . 
scored the winning -goal on a penalty 
stroke. UNH scored just over one minute 
into the game for the early lead, but the 
Lady Lions countered just 34 seconds 
later to tie the score. With 10 minutes 
elapsed in the game, Gaudette was called 
on for a penalty stroke and ouiman-
uevered the Penn State goalie f~r the 
game winner. The goal was Gaudette's 
fouth in her career and marked the third 
3 8 Main ST. time· she has scored the game winner on a 
penalty srtoke. UNH, ranked 11th in the 
fflU,rC.am fl (n f · latest national ploll, is currenlty 11-4 this 
:V I fl,, !~fl · season. 
03824 
Look for the ·''Athlete of the Week" every 
Tuesday, Of!L Yin the New Hampshire.-
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Hockey East '89-90' ·Preview · 
, Friars' blades look sharp,Jor the season 
By Brian Brady but the bigstm.ywas the parody orily for home ice advantage in opposition. Offen
sively, Maine, which ltad 
Over the past few · that existed between the top the first round of the playoffs. Depth w·m be a ·the league
 in goals scored last 
. years, determining who would teams. Teams . such as Come March when the problem and could keep them s
eason with 127, will be lead by 
win the Hockey East regular _ Merrimack. and Lowelldonot ·regularseasonends,here'show from winning the title. After sn
ipers Scott Pellerin (29-33-
season title was not to difficult stand a realistic cliarice to the final standings should look: their powerf4l first line:· the 62
), Guy Peron (22-27-49) and 
a task. Usually, it was a three · dethrone one of the top four, PROVIDENCE- Last season's Friars might have a power M
artin Robitaille U 7-31-48). 
l!orse race with -· Bos'tori but with some , strong Hockey ~ast record: 13-11-2 outage. However, nootherteam Th
e defense will be anch~r~d 
University, Boston College and goaltending and a few lucky .(Fourth Place). in the league has the overall by
 Keith Carney (4-22-26) and 
the University of Maine as the breaks, Northeastern or UNH Providence will be strength of Providence. a 
host of freshmen. ' 
favorites. could break into that first tier. strong in every phase of the BO~TON COLLEGE- Last 
Stronggoaltendingwill 
This year though, the , Over the course of a game. They could feature the season's Hockey East record: lead Main
e to a thifd place 
word to descrtbe the league long six month season though, best line in the league with 16-6-4 (First place). fin
ish and a probable NCAA 
mightverywell,beparody. On thecreamshouldfinallyriseto Hockey East All-Rookie IfProvidenceslipsup, '(o
umamentbirth.IfWalshcari 
paper, it seems that the league the top and the cream will be sensation Rob Gaudreau (28 the Eagles will be right behind so
mehow manage to find 
can be divided into three tiers. Providence. The Friars, who goals, 29asslsts, 57points-last chomping at the bit to takethe su
itable teplaceme.nts· for 
The first will be made up of wer:e the best team over the year) matched with Mike title. Last year's Hockey East -C
apuano and -Thyer, ·, Maine 
Providence, BC, UMaine and secondhalfoflastyear'sregular Boback (21-27-28) and Rick Playerof the Year Greg Brown co
uld even capture the league 
BU. All four of these teams season, reached the semifinals BeQnett (14-32-46). ' _(9-34-43)willbetheteam'sfocal cro
wn~ 
should hold nationaj. rankings of last year's Hockey East While the offense will point. Brown, who was a BO
STON UNIVERSITY- Last 
throughout the season. The Tournament and the · second receive ·most of the headlines~ member of the 1988 United se
ason's Hockey East Record: 
seeond tier shoul~ be made up ro1,1.nd of the NCAA . the defensive unit should be States Olympic Hockey Team l 0
-15-1 (Fifth place) · 
ofNortheastem and UNH. The Tournament. .among the league's toughest. andisthepreseasonfavoriteto 
How important · is 
third and flnai tier will contain There have been a few Last season's Hockey East All capture the Hobey Baker goaltending to the
 success of a 
Lowell and league newcomer noteworthy changes in league • Rookie de{enseman Mario Aube Award, which is given to college ho
ckey team? Ju_st take a .look 
Merrimack College. format this year. Merrimac (22-23~45) will anchor the .pockey~s most valuable player, at
 last year,~s edition of the BU 
Those ·who , watched College has Joined the league defensive unit · and , the_ is a "'dgmw,a(e_qef~psepja:r:i @d Te1:T1ei-s~ D
e.spite having one of 
the Hockey East Playoffs last and the playoff format has been goaltending tandem of Mark will be the main reason why BC th
e league's most fearsome 
year saw the parodythatexists readjusted to include all eight Romaine (15-10-1, 3.71 goals shouldcompeteforthenatlonal of
fenses, 'the Terriers still 
in the league as most of the teams. By including all league against average) and Matt title in March. · fin
ished a disappointing fifth 
playoff games were decided by teams in the playoffs, the Merton (7-tH, 3.~5) will mak~ · . ~~wn is not the Qnly , be~us,eofsu1>.pargoaltend
ing 
one goal. UMaine won the title regular season will be played the going very tough for the dominating , force ·as · Steve (th
ey gave up' 116 goals last 
,-cg,ts' ice thin, drop 
e-xhil;Jition tQ Bu, 5-2 
Heinze (26-23-46), Marty year, which was third worst ii!. 
McGinnis (13-19-32), David . the league). · · 
. ~·'·- __ Emma f20-31.:·51)., and The-bigqµestionmark 
freshman Bill Guerln,_who was will still be in net as John-.. 
the fifth selection (by the New Bradley (5-4-1, 5.45) will need 
Je~y Devils) in_ this year's NHL to come up With a big season if 
draft, will lead what should be the Terriers are to battle for the 
' theleaguesmostpotentoffense. title. Once again, offense will 
· The big question mark be a strength with Shawn 
fot the Eagles will be in goal, as McEachem (20-28-48), Dave ' 
By Brian Brady . the 'Cats when BU's Alexandre petter when UNH defenseman David Littman, Hockey East's and J
oe· Sacco, Mike Sullivan 
,., ' ·Men's Hockey Coa<;h Legault opened the scoring.at David MacIntyre scored l:SO premiere goaltender last (19,-l
7-36)andprJ,zefreshman' 
Bob Kullen would have liked 8:10 on a shot from the 'right into the second frame to cut season, graduated. S_andy To
ny Amonte leading the way. _
1 
his team to -begin the hockey point. David Tomlinson the deficit to 3_2_ Domenic Galuppo (6.:2-p, 3.20) will . 
Unl~ss BU adequately · 
s~ason with a victory. But.after assisted on the goal. Amodeo and' Chris Grassie probably handle the net chores fil
ls their gapping whole in net . 
c<;>nsideringthe.factthatFriday Just 30 seconds later, assisted on the goal. 
this season. they will finish fourth. 
nighCs game ·· against Boston BU tallied again when Darin Once again however, If-BC can adequately . _UN
H- Last ·season's Hockey 
U i it · 
1 MacD ald h d h t fill Jhe void left bv Littman, East record: 9,-17 -0 (S
ixth 
· _n vers y was on y an on pus e as o past BUcounteredimmediatelywith J 
exhibtUor:i game and it was the UNH goalie Pat Morrison from a goal by Mark Bavis at 2:34 to they should once again battle pl
ace) . 
team'sflrstoutingoftheseasori, l0feetinfrontofthenettogive make the score 4_2, BU. for the league and ' national 
For the first time in 
he was able to remain the Terriers a 2-0 lead. Mark Tueyscoredrightafter titles. ye
ars, the Wildcats will hav~ 
philosophical about , the Bavis assisted on the goal. , us," Kullen said. "It's not good UNIVERSITY OF MAINE-Last ·ex
perience. The UNH Hockey 
Wildcats 5-2 defeat. Joe Flanagan opened tocomebacklikethatandhave · season's Hockey East record: P
rogram has been on the . 
"Since it was _ an the scorillg for ·cats with a (BU) score again;" 17-9-0 (second Place) . reboundov
erthepastfewyears 
exhibition,-the:rewasalotmore power play goal which was A late goal by Shawn How strong is Hockey an
d the improvell\ent will 
to it then Just the final score," assisted David Aiken at 18:os: McEachem gave the Terriers East this year? Sg strong that continue as UNH could reach 
h d bvi O l t 1 
Maine will finish third. .. , 500 r.or ·the· fir
1 
s· t ti · · in · th 
e sai . ~o ouslythe ultimate n y momen s ater, however, the 5-2 victory. _· · 
'' . . me s ce e 
purpose is to win but we were BU's Tony Amonte pumped an . "Part of the problem You have fo give Black ea
rly l 980's. 
tryingtoplaymoreplayersthen unassisted goal past Morrison was that it was our first Bear Coac_h Shawn Walsh 
Defenseingeneraland ' 
we normally would. We were I to give the Terriers back the competition," said Kullen. "And credit. Somehow he continues· go
altending specifically will be 
tiyingtoleamrrioreaboutthem twogoallead.Theperiodended · theotherparfwasthatBUisa to recruit premier hockey th
e team's strength. / Pat 
thenwewoulddurmgpractice." with BU le~ding 3-1. good offensive team." players to the swinging town of M
orrison (9-16-0, 4.16) has 
. Another major "In' the first eight , ,,. Kullen felt the team _Orono. This year he will bring establish
ed himself as one of" 
difference between . tlie minuteswehadbetterchahces, tienefitedgreatestfromthehigh another group of freshmen to th
e leagues' premier 
exhibition game and regular . but we didn't score," Kullen qualitycompetltionprovidedby wreak havoc throughout · go
altendersandPatSzturm(3-
seasongameswasitstwoperiod said. Tuen they scored those BU and the •gamelike Hock~y East. , · 6-
0; 4.95) will be a capable 
format. Since the game was the two goals in 30 seconds and · atmosphere provided by the · Maine, who won the ba
ckup. The defenseman will 
secondgam~oftheHockeyEast then we wer~ flat." · capacity crowd of 3,089_ Most Hockey East Tournament last be
 very strong with Captain · 
Fa~e OffToumament (the first . Kullen was impressed exhibitionsdrawfewerfansbut . year, willhavetodefenditstitle C
hrisGrassie(4-12-16)andJeff, 
being a 3-2 Boston ·college with Morrison's 22 save effort Friday night was different. ·without Dave Capuano, Mario . Lazaro (8-14-22) leading the 
victory over UMaine), two 25 in ~e first pertod. "Pat made "We benefited from the Toyer and Bob Beers, all of w
ay. . 
minute periods were played. ~bout 5 or 6 glove saves that pressure, .. he said. "Th~ who~tumedprofessionalafter 
The big question will 
Thefirsteightminutes were just excellent." he said. . atmosphere was truly last season. . be_ offens
e. _ Last year, UNH 
of the game featured sti;ong . A stronger Wildcat, gamelike... Maltie will feature the sc
ored the fewest goals in the 
play from both sides, with UNH team came out for the second The icemen will open · bestgoaltending tabdem in the leag
ue '(75). The offense will be 
failing to convert on some period as Pat Szturm replaced the regular season Saturday league wit.h Scott King (13-8-0, 
golden scoring ·opportunities. Pat Morrison in net. Things nightatSnivelyat7:00against 
3-57 GAA)andMattDelGuidice Preview, p. 24 
Buttheroofbegan tocaveinfor immediatelytooka tumforthe the University of-Vermont. Cl
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Tennis takes ,third . . ' .,. . .. ' ' 
By Carol Christman ;had a big win overTammy Azur 
The UNH women's of UVM which brought her to 
tennis season was brought to . the quarter finals. Torma lost 
an end this . weekend at the to Kristin Plankei: of Central 
New England Championships Connecticut but, like Lerner, · 
in Vermont. UNHended upina was victorious in her final 
tie with the Univer.sity of matchbeatingGailGirasellaof 
Vermont for third place. · UMass, 6-1, 4-6, 6-2. As (or 
Head Coach Russ · McKenna, she defeated Amy 
. Mccurdy was very satisfied Ryan ofUMass then lost in th~ 
with these results. "The quarter finals to Constance 
team accomplished a lot and Calma of Providence. 
they did better th-is weekend McKerma's big win came in her 
than I thought they would," · · final inatch when she beat 
said .Mccurdy. "Everyone Amanda: Kirldand of UVM, 
· improved collectively as weU as _keeping UNH in third place. 
individually, and everyone won Third singles with Tori 
· .some matches." Wincup did not follow the same 
Senior captain Liz pattern. Wincup got a great 
Lerner ended her last Wildcat winoverCathyKuebleroflJV¥, 
season with a win. Lerner did which brought her to the 
lose in the quarter finals to quarter ~als like the rest .of 
Dana Duaney of Providence her teammates but, that was' 
College but defeated Maura heronlywinoftheday. Wincup 
Foley of the University of lost to Kathy Dobransky of 
Massachusetts in her final central Connecticut in the 
match, 6-2, 6-2. quarters. 
. . .. ,,f;411~]~;;:9lrn;;;::i:: ,<i\:::::;:;;;;;;;; ::;::2::;::• ;;?b' r&tffiI\:\:irfl;;?;,\ UNH junior Sarah · Only one doubles 
. With a tle for third with UVM, the UNH women's tennis team Tonna, playµig ~econd singl~s . competition was scheduled 
finishes with a 6-5 .record on the 1989 season (Ben Frazier and junior Kara .McKenna during the championships. 
h~to). _ . · playing fourth singles, had the UNH was represented by 
p same results as Lerner. Torma sop~omore Jaymie Hyde and 
I Jones, continued, fron:rpg. 28_ I
dash time, his vertical four this year. He also plays the 
jump, his strength, his leg run well and has been in on 
power have all improved. He's numerous fumble recoveries. 
workedv~iyhardinallphases_ · With his solid play, he has 
of the game." _ emerged as a team leader. 
"one example of how · As opposed to a team 
hard work has paid off is leader who talks a lot to pump 
Jones' punt retU111ing. He is up his teammates, . Jones 
the 'Cats leading punt prefers tto be a leader by 
returner, with a long return of example. In his first few years, 
26 yards (against ~olgate, . hewatchedteamcaptainsDave 
which set up the winniQg Duggan, Paul Boulay, andJohn 
touchdown). . Driscoll, and noticed that 
"His first year he, had although they didn't say much, 
a hard . time catching the they were looked tip to as team 
football," said Bowes. "At that leaders. 
point in time .I never thought "I think that has been · 
he'd return punts for us. But a . tradition at UNH to have 
'through _ hard · work and leaders by example," said 
practice, he now has the best . Jones. "I guess maybe my play 
junior 'high and high school. 
During his freshman year at 
South Plainfield, NJ High 
School, he realized that he may_ 
have the .talent to play college 
ball. During his junior year, he 
started to receiv~ recrnitnient 
mail from colleges. c 
'Then it started to 
b~co~e a reality," he said. 
. "Aftermyjuniorseason I started 
seeing coaches and they were 
te~g me they were interested. 
Then I started to loo}{ around 
(at colleges)." 
Jones was recruited by 
Boston College. but whep BC . 
was unable to offer Jones a 
scholarship, he · be.came 
interested in UNH. He visited 
catching skills we have_ in shows that rm a leader. Bµt the campus soon after.· 
terms of punt returners." I'm not the type of guy who will "I was impressed wi.th 
But it is . as · a order things of players.'! -. the school and I decided to 
cornerback that Jones "He's not a · real come here," said Jones. "The 
displays his talents the _boisterous kid," said Bowes. thing that impressed me most 
majority of the time. Bowes "He's one of those guys who's a about UNH, and I find this is 
called him "one of the best leader by example. He's good · stilltrue,isthateve:ryonecares. 
players in the Yankee - for young kids at his position, From the teachers, to the 
Conference." because when theywatch Ryan. · c;:oaches, to the playe,rs, we all 
Teamed up_with Tim Jones do something~ they see care about one another. -
Byrne, the Wildcats probably that he isn't going to settle for ")'he coaches care 
have the best cornerback duo anything less than perfection." about classes. Tuey want you 
in the conference. Jones football career to get a degree. They don't use · 
"I wouldn't trade them started as a 10-year-old in Pop you for four years, theri say · 
,for any other two in the .· : warner.Hiscoachonthatteam 'ThankYou, Goodbye, we'll get 
conference," said Bowes. "I was his father, who has been another guy to replace you.' I 
.know that .. " his bJggest.. motivator can honestly say that they 
-ibey mean a lot to throughout his football career. care." 
our· team," he continued. "He's been an 
"Some of the stuff we do as a , inspiration," he said. ':'My family 
defense', you have to · have . in general has really been 
~ornerbacks who can play the behind me as far as eveiything 
wideouts man to man. It just I've done athletically. 
makes us that much better as "My father · motivated 
a team that they are capable me more athletically because 
of that." · he pushed me, but when things 
It's man to man weren't going well my mother 
coverage that Jones enjoys was always there for me. I don't 
bestaboutbeingacornerback. think I'd be able to be at the 
"It'a, more. or less mt against point where I'm at Without their 
him. 'I like that aspect of the help." 
game," said Jones. · As · Jones advanced 
In his career, Jones beyon-d Pop Warner, he 
has intercepted eight passes, continued to play football in 
Jones is pleased that 
he made the choice to attend 
UNH. He has become a 
successful college football 
player and also e~joys his 
political science studies. He 
realizes that it's difficult to 
become a professional player 
and want$ an education to help 
him through the rest of his life. 
To him, football is more 
than just a game of X's and O's 
and hard hits.. He looks upon 
his experience in football as a 
way to prepare him for life. 
"When you initially 
come to the team, you come 
into contact with people who · 
have different ways of doing 
things and you all have to get 
together and work as a group 
to win a particular game. I 
think this happens a lot in.life," 
said Jones. <'{ 
"Whatever fine of work 
you go into, you're going to · · 
have to know how to interact 
and relate to people. I think in 
that sense football has been 
very beneficial and I hope it will_ 
help me later on," he continued. 
Although the odds are 
against him making it into the 
National Football League, 
Jones has not given up all hopes 
that he can make it. 
"Although this is nof · 
big-time college football, people 
have gone on to · professional 
football," he said. "You do have 
to take that into consideration, 
but more irr!portantlyyou have 
to think about getting a degree 
in case it doesn't happen. " 
Coach .Bowes thinks 
that there is an outside chance 
· that Jones' could be drafted by 
a professional team. . · 
"He certainly has the . 
intelligence, toughness, and 
strength, but I think that he'd 
have to get a little faster," said 
Bowes. "Most pro comerbacks 
are about ,4.5 seconds (in the 
40-yard dash) . . He's at about 
4.65 and when you have to 
cover someone who's a 4.4, 
you're going to be in trouble. · 
With some extra work this 
winter he could break 4.6." · 
lf Jones does not 
continue on in football after his 
college career, he said that he'd 
like to go into business. 
"I -can ·t_ really pinpoint 
exactly what type Just yet, but 
I'd like to be a successful 
businessman," said Jones. 
freshman Karyn Bye. Once 
again UNH lost in the quarter 
finals, but won in the final 
match of the - re,maining 
competitors. 
The two teams that ✓ 
placed _ahead of ONH were. 
Providence in first, Central 
Con~ecticut in se.cond, . and 
UMass ended up .in fourth . 
Coach Mccurdy felt 
that the team's success in the 
tournament was_ due to good 
practices the previous w~ek. 
· "We . got more 
conscious about ' technical 
aspects," she said. 
The Wildcat's season 
record ended up at 6-5. 
"It was a rough season 
with the weather and injuries," 
said Mccurdy. · "A good 
conclusion is that everyone is 
now healthy." McCurdy's 
outlook for next year was 
positive. "We're only losing one . 
player, Liz Lerner. The rest of 
tjle girls -will be working out 
individually during the spring . 
The team has a very good , 
chemistry and we should do 
well next season," she said. 
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'Cats top Stony 
Brook, · 4-0; tie 
Holu Cross, 0-0 · 
By Lisa Sanii!d 
1 
• The Wildcats had built 
The women's soccer up a 4-0 lead before the 
team came out of the weekend intermission:. 
_with a . 7-7-1 record, having Stony Brook's defense 
_ defeatedStonyBrookonFriday improved in the second half. 
andsettlingfora0-0tieagainst Although they reduced the 
Holy Cross-on Saturday. m.unber of UNH shots on goal 
Despite Friday's from 18tosevenandprevented 
dismal weather and sloppy the 'Cats from building on thrir 
conditions, the Wildcats played lead, - New _ Hampshire 
hosttoan up and coming Stony continµed to dominate the 
Brook team for the match. UNH also stood tough 
Homecoming game. UNH broke -on defense, not allowing Stony 
, a three game losing streak Brook to capitalize . on their 
handily, by defeating Stony scoring opportunities. Wildcat 
Brook, 4 -0., ' goalkeepers Jill Lewis, Julie 
The Wildcats' points all Leonhardt, and. Kris Eckert 
came during a nine minute combined for the shutout 
spree mid-way through the first victory. · 
half. Cheryl Bergeron sparked On Saturday, the. 
the scoring with an unassisted Wildcats traveled to Holy C,ross 
goal 23:03 int~ the contest. for what turned out to be a 
Just a minute later, Mary Beth defensive battle. The tenacious 
Sydlowski answered with a defense of both the· 'Cats and 
score of her own, giving New the .-enisaders resulted in a 
Hampshire a 2-0 advantage. hard-fought 0-0 draw. 
Sydlowski and Bergeron- . "Ourdefenseisplaying ' \. .. [t!■:f~l~;·&~i:M[::::::::~n': . ,_ ,'.W;[:!fl m; {' · -
connected for the next UNH · strong right now," said Belkin. Cleveland ''Howle" Howard. and the rest of the 'Cats are struggling to,find a win (Ben Frazier 
point, with Sydlowski slipping Outstanding UNH players in photo). 
Bergeron's feeder past Stony the game were Paige Christle, _ _,; ____ ...;;;;.. ______________________ ~------
Brook netminder Chris Foley. Kerry Prunotto, and g9alie 
Bergeron capped off the seating_ Lewis. Prunotto, who usually 
at the 32: 19 mark in the first, -comes in as a sub, started for 
when she put her second the Wildcats and had an 
unassisted shot into the back impressive game. 
ofthenet. UNHAssistantCoach ·"Kerry was being a 
Deb Belkln praised the play of really play-maker, covering 
Men's soccer · drop fourth 
in a ·row, to BU, 2-1 
;;,;: scorers ·_ Bergeron and both ends of t_he fie_ld," By Toby Trotman 
Sydlowski. commented Belkin .. "She had a "We showed that we 
"They · had ·great great g""'me for us_ ... 
Q,l,U. • can play with -any team, now 
games," she said. "'Ibey were The Wildcats wil1 hosf we have to show that we can. 
real aggressive in the box and a strong Vermont team beatthemtsaidmidflelderAlan 
our goals came off of that tomorrow afternoon at 3:00. Jc!cobson of UNH's fourth . 
aggressiveness... straight loss.The gam~ showed 
UNH's strength but also their 
weaknesses ag~nst visiting 
Boston Up.iversity, who rallied · Domino's Pizza 













to win; 2-1. · , 
.. Player for player, BU 
had more skill but as a team we 
showed that at times we could 
outplay them, .. said Jacobson, 
refering to the first half when 
UNH dominated the Terriers. 
In poor conditions the · 
'Cats showed great fire and 
integrity · to end the first half 
with a 1-0 lead. The home side 
homed and howled the skillful 
BU team out of their normal 
controlled game and went 
I 
ahead in the 25th minute. A 
. goalmouth scramble resulted 
in Scott Brennan shooting the 
.ball home at the near post 
scoring his fourth goal of the 
season, the nineteenth of his · 
I career. 
For the 'rest of the 
period the 'Cats effectively shut 
down a BU attack that scored 
53 goals last year. Jacobs~m 
and Brennan ably handled the 
midfield ofTimothyHorton and ' 
Christophe Verhoegel), stuffing 
their creativity. The UNH 
forward force of Rank Truscott 
and Marc Griffin were thus able 
to put pressure on the Terrier's 
defense allowing them no time 
to build an attack from the 
back. 
The second half was a 
different story . . The 'Cats 
repeated the mistake they made 
against Hartford and merely 
tried to protect fl.l_eir _ slender 
lead. As the forwards fell back 
in defence, BU as able to put 
UNH under long periods of 
pressure. 
The Terrier's patient 
build-up was rewarded in the 
68th minute when they 
equalized. Home goalie Aaron 
Agrodnia was unable to fully 
stop a long shot by the Terrier's , 
Verhaegen and the ball rolled 
into the goal. 
By this time .the 
Wildca,t's were tlrlng after·their 
all out first period efforts. Still, 
they hung on until BU won the 
game in the 85th minute. The 
UNH defense, weakened by an 
injurytoJim Lynch, was unable 
to cut out a pass from 
Verhaegen to Emma Okonkivo, 
who kicked in a low shot from 
15 yards out for his third goal 
this season. " 5) Chris Bailey 
5)Stephen Greenfield 
10 
10 jFootball (continuedfromp. 28) I 
Clarification: The sport in 
question two of the :10120 
·quiz i_s basketball. 
Correction: The answer to 
q~estion four in the 10/13_quiz 
is Gordie Howe not Wayne 
Gretzky. 
Note: All entries must be received 
by. the following Thw-sday after the Friday Quiz:- No late 
entries will be accepted. . 
short passes in the flat, 
Carr drove the 'Cats f:?7 yards 
in 13 plays in two minutes and 
_ 4 7 seconds . . 
With just seven 
stconds remaining and the ball 
a't the Richmond one, the 'Cats 
made a gutsy decision and 
passed up a field goal 
opportunity and _ went for the 
touchdown. The move paid off 
when Kyle Cripps leaped over 
the· top for the touchdown and 
the 21-7 lead. 
Bowes called the third 
quarter a "nightmare". -The 
Wildcats were perntlized eight 
times in the quarter ( 14 in the 
game for 124 yards} and came _ 
away with no points after had been anemic all second 
driving to the Richmond 15 half. . They had only three 
and seven yard line on two second half first downs. 
drives. · Richmond Head Coach 
On the drive , that Jim Marshall said the t:urning 
reached th_e 15, the ·cats were point forhis team came when 
stalled by five penalties. They UNH pinned the Spiders at their 
endeduppuntlngtheballaway. own· one yard line -late in the 
- Then aft~r reaching the seven, · third quarter. Dwayne Gordon 
Shawn Lane missed a 24-yard punted the ball high in the air 
field goal, his second miss in as and _ Wildcat comerback Tim 
many tries. · Byrne batted the ball out -of 
The ·cats seriously bounds at the one. 
threatenedoncemore, butFord "Three plays and we 
fumbled at the Richmond 10 -had to punt the ball away, "said 
with 2:22 left in tpe game. Marshall . .. we·were outofitfor 
By that point, it didn't sure then." ' 
really make a difference _ ,At _halftime, Ford . 
because Richmond's offense already had 93 yards .on 14 
u 
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iiliia~!, 
Richmond was unable to acore at the goal line. as the UNH defense stopped them cold (Ben 
Frazier photo). , . _ . . · 
'Cats bring in 
Homecoming win 
Take first win over 
Richmond · 21~7 · 
' ' -
. By Jeff Novotny recovery, and one forced 
In-a .game that was not fumble), the 'Cat defense held 
as competitive · as the score Richmond to 160 total yards 
indicates, the Wildcats lmocked and eight first , downs. · They 
off the Richmond Spiders, 21- also · forced five turnovers for 
7, in front of 6,325 chilly fans the second week in a rrow. 
,,at Coweli- Stadium Saturday. The Wildcats went 
The win was · the Wildcats' ahead 7-0 with 6:38 left in the. 
fourth in a row. first quarter when Norm Ford 
The contest was filled capped off a 65-yard drive with 
with penalties, turnovers, a four~yard touchdown _run. 
missed field goals; and assorted The big plays in the drive~were 
missed scoring opportunities . . a Carr completion to Chris 
For most of the game, the Braune for 18 yards and a 27.-
Wildcats were in complete YaJ"d run by Ford. , 
control but just couldn't come Richmond tied the 
up with the · big plays to put game early in the second 
more points on the board. quarterwith the-help of two big 
UNH mistakes. 
-
In the second half, the ,. First, Ryan Jones 
r-=:------~:--~-:------,:__..;..._ ________ ...:...:., ____ _:_ ___ Wildcatoffenseh~dtheballin fumbled· a punt _in,. New 
T ' 'z· ' ' d 'C t . Richmond territory on six Hampshire ter:ritocy ' ang· cJOn_ es ea s · a .. s i· .n· · straightpossessions,butfailed Richmondrecovered.~tthe'Cat 
to score each time. 18-yard line . . Then, on second 
?· "It was a · little and 18, theWildcatswerecalled 
a-grn_ r._e·' S·-S·, i--v-e· .. n_ .. ·· es_ s -. frustrating not scortng in-the for~ fa,c,emask penal1,Y which ~ 1· I 1· ·t. second half," said Wildcat helpedRic~ondkeepthedri~t 
quarterback Mark Carr, who going. · ·· . d h 'd h ·tu was 30 for 53 for _357 yar~s Sptder · tatiback·. Eric an, ' a_ Ti ·. l , ng, passingontheday . .. .. Butawin Hopkinswentoverthetopfroµi , 
is a win.,, the one on fo~ and' goal to 
. The missed scoring give Richmond their only score . 
On ,a·nd o· '\·££ opportunities only slightly of the day. · W _concerned UNH Head Coach · The Wildcats scored 
Bill Bowes. · With the •cat twotouchdownsinthelast3:48 
th fl ld if 
T Tl\ TH defense stopping Richmond of the first half to take a e · e . o · ·. ·lJl V.. . . continually, Bow'es wasn't comfortable· .2J-7 lead at 
worried about the Spider .halftime. In the two scoring 
By Jeff Novotny Jones. For the game, Jones offense putting together a long drives, Carr was a combined 9 
The Wildcats are intercepted two passes, ·scoring drive. · for 11 with 80 yards. 
rolling along now, riding a four recovered one fumble, and "But I was concerned . · \ Ford put the 'Cats up 
game winning streak that has forced anoth"er with his hit on aboutaflukeplay,"saidBowe·s. 14-7 with his second 
improved their record to 4-2. Delaney. For his effort, he "With the field.slippery the way touchdown~n ofthe day, this 
Comerback Ryan Jones ts one r~ceived Yankee Conference it was, I was worried about one one of seven yards. The big 
ofthe bigreasonsforthatsurge. Player of the Week. ofourdefensive backs slipping play was a C~rr to Rob Spittel 
Take for example the · ganie The aggressiveness . down and one of their receivers completlo~ of26 yards to bring 
against Colgate two Saturday's . and hard hitting that has catching a ball and going for a the ball to the seven yard line. 
ago. . . . _ helped UNH to the victory over· Ryan Jones, h41:ving a touchdown." Grade set up the driv~ with a 
The Red Raiders were Colgate have become Jones' spectacular year (Michelle The Wildcat defense fumble recovery at the 
marching downfield, quickly . trademark. In fact, it was these Adam photo). was tre~endous throughout Richmond 44. 
approaching the · New traits that led to the decision to the g~e. Led by noseguard The 'Cats worked the 
Hampshire ·goal line, moving make Jones a full-time tailback] Norm Ford, and I see She:rm Beatty (nine tackles), two minute drill to perfection 
towards a potential gaine comerbackoncehegottoUNH. him come back after some of freshman. ltnebacker Duane toehdtheflrsthalfwithanother ' 
winning to1:1chdown. Less than In high school Jones had been those games all banged _up and .Grade (nine tackles. one touchdown. Throwing mostly 
amtnute:remainedinthegame. both a running back and a it makes me kind of glad I'm interception, and one fumble 
Quarterback Dave comerback. not playing running back," recovery), and safety carry Football, · p.27 
Goodwin dropped back tQ pass . "I like the aspect of Jones said. Jordon (one int., one fumble 
and found flanker George hitting," said Jones, a Junior As a red-shirted 
Delaney near the NH 30-yard poliUcal scienc~ major. "Even freshman his first year, Jones 
line. Delaney hauled in the low when I was a running back, I . did not see any ac;!tion, but 
pass, tookacouplequicksteps liked to.hit someone." since then he has been a 
then .ran into trouble. The "When I came to UNH constantintheWildcatstarting 
troubleforDelaneywas ·Jones, they told me they liked the way secondary, and has improved 
whonailedDelaneywithahard 1· played defensively a little each year. 
hit, stripping the ball loose and better," he said. "They liked the "Ryan has improved in 
eventually into the arms of way I played aggressively." virtually every area since he's 
linebacker Will Tychsen. · Al though . he liked been here," said UNH Head 
Tychsen's fumble playingrunningback, itwasn't CoachBillBowes ... His40-yard 
recovery sealed a 17-10 UNH difficult for him to make the 
victory. The play ended an switch. As he looks back he's · 
opportunistic game for the happy that he did. - , Jones, p.26 
Wildcat defense, especially .. My roommate is [UNH 
